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Laser Induced Fluorescence CLIF) is one of the chief 
methods for detecting ambient hydroxyl radicals. To 
measure the absolute concentration of this important 
atmospheric chemical species, accurately known quenching 
2 
rate constants due to the dominant gases in the air are of 
paramount importance. Unfortunately, these rate constants 
have only been measured under conditions remote from those 
of ambient air. This dissertation reports the measurement 
of the rate constants of water, argon, nitrogen and oxygen 
under ambient conditions. 
As the LIF is carried out at atmospheric pressure, 
the OH fluorescence life-time becomes extremely short 
(about 1 ns). Time Correlated Photon Counting was used to 
study this short fluorescence phenomenon. The unique 
f~ature of this study was that the deactivation processes 
of the excited OH could be described completely by a 
kinetic model. Detailed theoretical treatments of the LIF 
processes are presented. The data obtained are consistent 
with the accepted model, thereby demonstrating the 
usefulness and validity of the experimental approach. 
The rate constants (cc molecule -\ sec-I) for 
quenching by water and argon were accurately measured. The 
vibrational relaxation rate constant by water 
(3.4:!:0.6xlO-10 ) is the first value ever reported, while 
the electronic quenching rate constants for water 
-\0 + -\0 (kQ.o=7.910.47xI0 , kQ,=1.48_0.74xIO ) are the first 
measured at atmospheric pressure. The electronic quenching 
rate constants of the ~I:(v'=l) state (kGI) and the 
~~VI=O) state (kQO) by argon are kQo=0.48tO.14xlO-l 't. and 
kQ\ =0 .2410 .06xlO-1i • The vibrational relaxation rate 
constant 
constants 
by argon is 
for oxygen 
are 
3 
rate 
and 
significantly higher than the 
limited measurements available at low pressure. The rate 
constants for nitrogen are ko.O=O.7l-tO.OaxlO-\\ and 
k l o=a.07.±O.65xlO-". All these values are the first 
obtained at atmospheric pressure and although shown to be 
consistent with the widely scattered low pressure values, 
they allow more reliable analysis of ambient OH 
measurements, and result in a 31.2% increase in the 
published values. 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND 
The purpose of this investigation is to investigate 
the possibility of studying the high pressure energy 
transfers of electronically excited hydroxyl radical (OH) 
with the Time Correlated Photon Counting technique. The 
history leading to this undertaking will be dealt with in 
this chapter. 
Importance ~ ~ OR Radical 
The importance of the OH radical as a key 
intermediate in a wide variety of chemical, atmospheric 
and astrophysical systems has been appreciated for many 
years and accounts, in part, for numerous undertakings to 
characterize its fundamental physical properties. However, 
the long-standing interest in OH, as pointed out by Lengel 
and CrosleyCI), is the attempt of a basic understanding of 
a small molecule theoretically tractable. As in 
spectroscopy, the 
developing model 
represent the 
interest is 
Hamiltonians, 
experimental 
due to the challenge of 
which can accurately 
rotational-vibrational 
structures(2). The kinetic interest is mainly on the 
energy transfers involving the electronically excited OH, 
especially the A2~ states produced by photodecomposition 
2 
of water as typified by the studies of Carrington(3), 
Kondrat'ev(4), Bunnett et al.CS) and Hooymayers et al.(6). 
The reason for this undertaking, besides the 
kinetics interest, sterns from the attempts to measure 
ambient OH concentration by Laser Induced Fluorescence 
CLIF) C7 ,8) • The OH radical itself has attracted 
considerable attention from atmospheric chemists 
CCrutzen(9), LevyCIO), Wofsy et al.CII), Chameides et 
al.CI2) and Davis et al.CS». The major roles of the OH 
radical in tropospheric chemistry have been summarized by 
Logan et al.CI3). 
Methods Qf Detecting OR 
Due to the crucial importance of OH to our 
understanding of the chemistry in the atmosphere, many 
attempts have been made to measure the ambient OH 
concentration. Anderson used a molecular resonance method 
to measure the OH in the upper atmosphereCI4). Burnett 
measured the OH concentration by monitoring the absorption 
of sunlight by terrestrial OHCIS). Perner et ale used long 
path absorption (7.8 km) at 309. 99S nm t'o monitor OH 
concentrationCI6). Campbell et ale ultilized radioactive 
carbon monoxide as a tracer to measure ambient OH 
concentrationCI7). The LIF method promoted by Baardsen and 
TerhuneCl8), Wang et al.CI9) and Davis et al.(20) is 
central to this dissertation. 
The LIF technique involves exciting the OH radical 
-> '2.r.(v' =1) transitions and observing the 
emission associated with the '2.!.(v' =1) 
transition near 314.5 nm or the 'L£.(v'=O) 
transition near 309.0 nm. The processes 
~ Importance 2f OR Quenching and Relaxation 
Constants 
Generally, the LIF method requires a calibration 
standard. The resulting fluorescence signal of the sample 
of interest has to be matched against the fluorescence 
intensity of a known OH source subjected to the same 
irradiance and same conditions in order to deduce the 
absolute QH concentration of the unknown sample. 
According to the method used by Davis et al.(20), 
the calibration correlates the fluore~cence signal and the 
absolute OH concentration via a cell containing a known 
amount of OH produced by 184.9 nm photolysis of a water, 
nitrogen and hydrogen mixture. However, when the medium is 
changed, the fluorescence efficiency of the OH is also 
changed. Hence, as indicated by the investigators, the 
known values of kO'l./ktJ'l. and k "'1.0 IkO'l. are essential to the 
calculation of the absolute OH concentration. Here, k01/ 
Figure 1 
~.o 
-~~----
v=l 
AT. 
v=o 
KOO 
Model representing the energy transfers of 
excited hydroxyl radical (OH). 
4 
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k N~ and k~~o are the electronic quenching rate constants 
of oxygen, nitrogen, and water respectively. 
The other method of calibration as applied by Wang 
et al.(19) abandons the known source of OH all together, 
and relies on the intrinsic physical constants such as the 
absorption cross section of OH and the quenching and 
relaxation rate constants of nitrogen, oxygen and water. 
The investigators calculate the absolute OH concentration 
using the laser intensity (via nitrogen Raman scattering), 
the absorption coefficient and the fluorescence efficiency 
calculated from various rate constants. 
As pointed out by Wang et al.(22), the values of 
fluorescence efficiency (i.e. various rate constants) were 
scattered over an order of magnitude. Although efforts 
were made to narrow the range of uncertainty, according to 
their report, the errors were still in the range of 15% to 
20%. In fact, their later result on the ratio of k~~O to 
kN~ (10:1 at low pressure) contradicted their own earlier 
result (44:1: measured by relative fluorescence intensity 
as a function of water concentration in nitrogen at 
atmospheric pressure). 
According to the review by Schofield(24), the A~~ 
states are the most important and best characterized of 
the electronically excited states of OH and give rise to 
the strong AlZ -> X~~ allowed transitions. This fact has 
been used by the LIF method. The review article tabulates 
6 
most of the measured electronic quenching, vibrational 
relaxation and rotational transfer rate constants. 
However, these reported values are mostly obtained from 
experiments carried out either at low pressure or at flame 
temperature, quite different from LIF measurements carried 
out under ambient conditions. 
The reason that most of the earlier experiments are 
not carried out under ambient conditions has to do with 
the intention of the experiments and the experimental 
methods. For example, the usual way of producing high 
concentrations of OH is by the fast reaction of H + NO~ to 
produce OH and NO. However, the H atoms are produced by a 
microwave discharge which has to be operated at low 
pressure. As a consequence, most of these measurements are 
made at low 
atmosphere), 
the signal is 
instruments. 
This 
pressure. At high pressure (about one 
the fluorescence life-time is too short and 
too weak to be measured with ordinary 
undertaking is designed to overcome the 
difficulties of short fluorescence life-time and weak 
fluorescence signals. It is the first attempt to measure 
the fluorescence decay of OH A'~ states at atmospheric 
pressure directly. The excitation scheme duplicates that 
of the actual LIF used by Wang et ale and Davis et al., 
that is, to excite OH at 282 nm and to monitor the 
fluorescence at 309 nm. 
7 
Principle ~ ~ Correlated Photon Counting 
In the time correlated photon counting 
technique(25), the sample under investigation is 
repetitively excited with short pulses of light and the 
resulting fluorescence pulses are detected with a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT). In contrast to the ordinary 
method of light detection, the fluorescence signal is 
highly attenuated with an aperture before reaching the 
PMT. The light attenuation is adjusted so that the 
probability of detecting a photoelectron per fluorescence 
pulse is much less than one. Under this condition of low 
photoelectron arrival rate, a small number of excitation 
pulses produce one PMT pulse and a still smaller number of 
excitation pulses produce two or more pulses. For 
sufficiently high attenuation, each excitation pulse 
essentially produces zero or one Plo1T pulse. The detection 
system is then in the single photon mode. In this mode, 
the probability that a photoelectron is detected by the 
PMT at the time, t, after the firing of an excitation 
pulse is proportional to the fluorescence intensity at the 
same time, t. After many excitation pulses, a plot of the 
number of counts which arrive in time interval t and t+At 
versus time gives the time-intensity profile of the 
fluorescence or scattering pulses. 
Two pieces of equipment are 
implementation of this kind 
fundamental to the 
of counting: a 
8 
Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC) and a Multichannel Pulse 
Height Analyser (MCA). The excitation light source (a 
laser pulse in some cases) triggers a high-speed 
photodiode which in turn starts the TAC. The photoelectron 
pulse from the PMT triggers the Constant Fraction 
Discriminator which then stops the TAC. The TAC produces a 
pulse of amplitude proportional to the length of time 
between the start and stop pulses. The MCA measures the 
amplitude of the TAC output and adds a count to the 
corresponding channel. If no PMT pulse is detected, the 
TAC automatically stops without producing an output to the 
MCA. In any event, the TAC resets itself after several 
microseconds and awaits a new start pulse. After many 
laser pulses, a plot of counts versus channel number gives 
the time-intensity profile of the fluorescence or 
scattering pulses. The relation between channel numbers 
and time is established with calibrated delay lines or is 
factory calibrated. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the 
principle. 
Time correlated photon counting has been applied to 
nanosecond fluorescence measurements since the 
mid-1960's(26). Since that time there have been 
significant improvements in both the electronic measuring 
instruments and the excitation light sources. The 
traditional light sources have been gaseous gap-discharge 
arcs. Now high repetition laser sources, especially 
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Figure 2 Principle of time correlated photon counting. The upper 
curve shows the intensity profile divided into time slots. 
The lower curve shows the distribution of counts which 
resembles the intensity profile. 
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tunable dye lasers, have almost replaced the 
gaseous-discharge arcs(26). The advantages of lasers over 
the discharge arcs were oulined by Koester(26) as: 
1. Capable of very short «35 ps) excitation pulses. 
2. High excitation pulse power. 
3. Capable of high repetition rate. 
4. Comparatively constant pulse profile over short 
and long time ranges. 
5. Monochromatic and polarized source. 
6. Tunable excitation wavelength. 
The advances in microcircuitry and hybrid circuits 
allow the detection system, essentially the TAC and the 
f.lCA, to be incorporated into a single piece of equipment. 
One example is the LeCroy QVT300l which incorporates many 
functions into a single double width NIM module. The 
LeCroy QVT300l operates on a slightly different principle 
from that of a TAC but its achieved results are the same. 
Coates Correction and Constant Fraction Discriminator 
The time correlated photon counting technique 
requires that zero or one fluorescence photoelectron per 
excitation pulse is detected. Statistically there are 
always a few laser pulses for which more than one 
photoelectron is generated. The effects of these multiple 
photon events result from the fact that the TAC and the 
MCA require several microseconds to process and recycle 
themselves after a PI-IT pulse has been detected. During 
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this time, the recording system is incapable of 
registering a second PMT pulse. When two or more 
photoelectrons are detected by the PMT during one 
excitation, only the first photoelectron is recorded. This 
causes a loss of count in the later channels and a 
subsequent distortion of the fluorescence decay curve. 
Several methods are available for circumventing this 
difficulty. One is to run the experiment at such a low 
intensity «0.02 count per cycle) that it becomes highly 
improbable that more than one PMT pulse is produced. 
Another is the "live timer"(27,28) method in which the 
circuits begin to process the first P~1T pulse, but if 
another pulse arrives during the processing both the first 
and second pulses are discarded and the entire cycle is 
aborted. Therefore only cycles in which only one 
photoelectron is detected are accepted by the MCA. This 
electronic solution allows a somewhat higher arrival rate, 
but it does have an upper limit. The third approach is to 
deduce a mathematical algorithm which takes the recorded 
profile and derives the true spectrum of all arrivals. It 
turned out to be a rather simple statistical problem 
(29,30). The Coates correction is one such algorithm. 
Although the Coates correction requires that the actual 
number of laser pulses be known, this is only a small 
price to pay for a shorter experimental time. 
The PMT pulses are not always of the same height. 
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This causes uncertainty in the timing of the TAC. The 
origin of this uncertainty (walk) is demonstrated in 
Figure 4. The Figure shows two PMT pulses of different 
heights reaching the discriminator at the same time. The 
timing error results from the use of the crossing of a 
certain voltage level as the arrival time of the pulse. 
This uncertainty can be serious for pulses of large height 
variation, especially in the case of scintillation 
counting. However, for single photon counting, the range 
of pulse heights is comparatively small. Modern PMT have 
risetimes of the order of 2 nanoseconds. This limits the 
walks somewhat. The uncertainty can be narrowed down 
further by a constant fraction discriminator (31). 
The constant fraction discriminator does not use a 
fixed voltage level as the threshold. Instead it takes a 
fixed fraction of the maximum PlolT pulse height as the 
threshold. This new threshold allows the arrival time to 
adjust itself to the PMT pulse height. In principle, the 
voltage rise of a short PMT pulse reaches the threshold 
earlier, because the threshold of a short pulse is 
relatively small as compared to a tall pulse. By the same 
token, the voltage rise of a tall PMT pulse will reach the 
threshold later, because the threshold is relatively 
higher. The effect is that the error, ·walk~, of the 
arrival time is reduced. For more details, see reference 
31. 
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Figure 4 Errors due to difference in pulse heights. 
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Timing accuracy is not just a problem of the 
discriminator alone. The instruments down-stream of the 
constant fraction discriminator are just as crucial in 
determining the overall uncertainty of the detection 
system. The TAC, the MCA and the high-speed photodiode 
combined have 
compared to the 
discriminator. 
an overall uncertainty of about 0.2 ns as 
0.12 ns(32) of the constant fraction 
Suitabil ity .o.f. ~ Method f.o.I. Qli l=leasurement 
The time correlated photon counting method is 
especially suitable for mesuring OH fluorescence decay at 
atmospheric pressure due to its inherent principle of 
operation. 
The method requires that the photoelectron arrival 
rate be low. An arrival rate as high as 0.2 per laser 
pulse is still acceptable provided that the result is 
corrected by the Coates algorithm. Laser induced OH 
fluorescence at atmospheric pressure is very weak due to 
the overwhelmingly fast nonradiative quenching by inert 
species. This counting technique uses the weak 
fluorescence signal very well. Other methods such as the 
Boxcar integrator, which are based on integrated signal, 
will require very slow scan rate or are unable to separate 
the background and the signal at all. 
Since the method performs well even with a weak 
fluorescence signal, low OH concentration can still 
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sustain a good signal to noise ratio for the experiment. 
In fact, photolysis of water vapor by mercury lamps with 
quartz jackets produces enough OH to sustain the 
experiments. This simplifies the experimantal setup a lot. 
No messy and complicated chemical flow systems are needed. 
This is the advantage that allows the direct measurement 
of OH fluorescence at atmospheric pressure, because no 
microwave discharge is required. The experimental setup 
consists simply of an enclosed cell with a pair of mercury 
lamps inside and a quartz window for the monochromator to 
see the fluorescence. 
The resolution of the TAC and the MCA can be as 
short as 0.1 ns per channel over 1000 channels. This means 
high resolution. In other words, we can get about 100 
points for a 10 ns long fluorescence phenomenon. This high 
resolution is made possible by recent advances in 
technology. 
It is hard to compare the performances of methods 
such as the transient recorder, the waveform digitizer and 
other methods relying on integrated signals. Each method 
has its own advantages under certain circumstances. 
However, the time correlated photon counting method is 
clearly and unmistakenly suitable for the measurement of 
OH fluorescence decay at atmospheric pressure. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY 
The excitation scheme used by the LIF detection 
method does not produce a simple exponential fluorescence 
decay. This chapter will elucidate the processes involved, 
derive mathematical formulae to describe the processes and 
establish grounds for experimental strategy. 
~ ~ Eguations 
The processes involved in the LIF detection scheme 
are pictured in Figure 1. Since the repopulation of (v'=l) 
states from (v'=O) states is not favored, kOI may be 
ignored without jeopardizing the applicability of the 
result to the real situation. 
The energy transfer processes are represented by 
equations 1 to 5. Equations 1 and 4 show the spontaneous 
emissions with natural decay constants kH·· and kFO of the 
(v'=l) and (v'=O) states respectively. Equations 2 and 5 
represent non-radiative quenching by inert species Minto 
any states of the lower electronic energy level. Equation 
3 is the vibrational relaxation from (v'=l) state into 
(v'=O) state through collisions with some inert species M. 
OH" 
0\0\11 + M '1. 
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k,o 0\\ ~ -t M ~ OH
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t<.~O O\-\if"* ~ 0\-\ -t 'n\)'\. 4 
I<.CilO ()\\ "'~ + M ~ 0,,", S 
We consider excitation of OH radicals by a Dirac 
delta function or an impulse function at time t=O. The 
impulse function can be viewed as a laser pulse with 
infinitely narrow temporal width. This impulse function 
produces [OH*]o excited hydroxyl radicals in the upper 
vibrational state A~~(v'=l). We denote the number of 
hydroxyl radicals at a subsequent time t, in the (v'=l) 
state by [OH*] and (v'=O) state by [OH**]. The rates of 
change of [OH*] and [OH**] with respect to time are given 
by 
Since [Ml can be considered constant as 
progresses, we denote 
\(Q.\\:.M1 :. k.~\ , 
\(QO Lt'\l -=. K\~.o , 
1 
the time 
\0 
[M] is the pressure at which the experiment is carried 
out. We do the simplifications: 
~:: \(r-\ -\0 K~\ 1" \<.~o , 
~ :. \<.'\=-0 't K' Q.O • 
The rate expressions become 
and 
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" 
'1. 
,~ 
Equation 13 can be solved readily. Applying the initial 
condi tion, WH*]o' we get 
substituting equation 15 into equation 14, we have 
Hultip1ying both sides of equation 16 by EXP(Bt) and using 
we have 
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Integrating and applying the initial condition that 
[OH**]=O at time t=O, we have 
Lengel and Crosley(l) and German (33) arrived at 
similar equations relating the probability P~(t) of a 
molecule being in a given vibrational state v. In the 
notations used by German, the two equations are: 
10 
'1.1 
Where -c. -1 v is the sum of the decay constants of 
vibrational state v. The corresponding equations are 
exactly the same if we set 
, 
'r\~o V • K\O ::. 
Finally, equations 15 and 19 are the desired 
relations. Since they are responses due to impulse 
functions, we call them impulse response functions. Since 
they are characteristic of the system (model), we also 
call them characteristic response functions. 
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~ B£al Laser Pulse 
Up to this point, all discussion has been based on 
the assumption that the laser pulse is an impulse 
function: it has an infinitely narrow temporal width. In 
reality, the laser pulse has a finite width. When the 
decay constant of the impulse response function is small 
(long life-time) compared to the temporal half-width of 
the laser pulse, the assumption is valid. However, when 
the reciprocal of the decay constant and the laser 
temporal half-width are comparable, the above assumption 
does not stand. For example, here the half-life of the 
excited OH radicals at relatively high pressure (one 
atmosphere) is about one nanosecond and the laser temporal 
half-width is about 7ns. One definitely will not expect 
the assumption to hold true. 
Since we are considering measurement at atmospheric 
pressure the assumption can not be of too much help. 
Nevertheless, equation 19 is our starting point. We 
consider Figures 5 and 6, where Iof'(t) is the laser 
time-intensity profile: g is the response function due to 
an impulse function; h is the fluorescence output or the 
output function due to a laser pulse of finite temporal 
width. Assuming that Beer's law holds or, in other words, 
that we are dealing with a linear system, the 
concentration of the excited OH, [OH*]~ (initial 
concentration due to an impulse function at time ~), is 
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Figure 5 Derivation of the convolution - A. 
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Figure 6 Derivation of the convolution - B. 
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proportional to the concentration of the ground state OB, 
[OH] , and the laser intensity, f(~), at time~. We define 
Where & is the absorption coefficient of OH radical and 
Iof'{t) is the laser flux at time t. Essentially, f(t) is 
the instantaneous production rate of [OH*] in molecule 
cc -I s -I. We call f (t) the input function. 
If we view the finite laser pulse as a succession 
of impulse functions spaced at intervals of~, then the 
output, het), due to the impulse function at '1:. is 
After t=2~, we have 
Equation 25 has the f{~).g(t-~) term, because after 2~, 
the output is the sum of the response due to the impulse 
function at 2~ and whatever remains from the previous 
response at~. If we proceed in this manner, we get 
\>J 
'-"lot) : L -tLn""t) ~ t:t - h~ ) • '1.6 
"4\-=0 
In the limit as the intervals between successive pulses 
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approach zero, the summation can be replaced by an 
integration to become an exact solution: 
"t 
nt"t) ~ \ ~ l"<) ~ (;\c. -"1:.) tI.-c. . 
o 
Equation 27 is the well known convolution integral. 
It says that the fluorescence decay one measures, at 309 
nm, with a laser pulse of finite width is the convolution 
of the input function, f(t), and the response function, 
get). Of course, the response function contains all the 
relevant rate constants. Although equation 27 is the 
normal way of denoting convolution, equation 26 provides 
more insights when we are dealing with real discrete data 
with a digital computer. 
Deconvolution Method 
In the actual experimental procedure, h(t) and f(t) 
are measured by the time correlated photon counting 
technique, then get) is extracted according to the 
relationship shown in equation 26. It is no simple matter 
to solve for get), although it has been worked out. 
Fortunately, the functional form of get) is known in our 
case. We are more interested in the parameters A and B 
than the function get) itself. Nevertheless, it is 
enlightening to see different ways of solving equation 27. 
General methods of resolving equation 27 are the 
method of rnoments(34,3S) and the methods of Fourier and 
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Laplace transform(36). The method of moments requires that 
the impulse response function be a simple exponential 
function or a sum of exponential functions. Fourier and 
Laplace transforms are not constrained by such 
requirements. 
The method of moments was first used in the study of 
radioactive decays. Isenberg and Dyson(37) and Schuyler 
and Isenberg(38) applied the method to multiexponential 
analysis. The general equations for the method of moments 
were derived by Bay(34). Suppose that get) is a sum of N 
exponentials, 
~ 
~l't) -:. L ~ ~ '\:.X~ <..- \~~ ~) 
l=-\ 
The k~ moments of h(t) and f(t) are defined by the 
equations: 
-0 
MKt~) "- ~ tl<. hl"\:) d:t. . ) 
0 
~~ t~) ':. \~\<. -tlt) O:t .. , ~ :. 0, \ )" .. 
'\) 
It can be shown that 
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where simplification 
'" ~s - L o.\. / \<."S 
t-=- , 
is made. These equations allow ai and k~ to be evaluated 
from the moments of the experimental data, namely h(t) and 
get), by constructing 2N equations. 
Laplace and Fourier transforms are very similar, so 
we group both together as integral transforms. We denote 
the integral transform of a function lCt) as I{lCt)}. 
Then, based on the theorem of integral transform, if hCt) 
is the convolution of get) and f(t), we have 
The previous expression can be put in a more obvious form, 
Thus, one obtains the transformed form of the response 
function, I{gCt)}, by dividing the transformed forms of 
the experimental data, I{f(t)} and I{hCt)}. 
The advantage of Fourier transform is the Fast 
Fourier Transform CFFT) algorithm which saves a 
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considerable amount of computer time. 
In this case, the functional form of get) is known. 
The interest is in the parameters A and B. The method we 
will adopt is to use equation 26 directly. The equation 
will be summed for finite ~ by a digital computer with A 
and B that give the lowest least squares errors to the 
data obtained. The trial and error search for optimum A 
and B is done using the method of simplex. Appendix A 
contains details of the simplex method. 
A Simulation 
Simulation was the first step of checking the 
tenability of the theory before actual experimental work 
was begun. This kind of exercise provides information on 
what to expect in the actual experiments and predicts 
whether or not the results are practically observable. 
This section describes the simUlation of the fluorescence 
decay of OH in nitrogen atmosphere using the published 
experimental values of rate constants. Table I shows the 
rate constants and their corresponding references. 
For excitation of OH at the v"=O -> v'=l transtions 
and detection at 309 nm (v'=O -> v"=O transition) equation 
27 becomes 
t 
htt) ~ ~ "l~) 'Po~~ tt:lC.Pt-P-,l't-"t.\1- ~rt-'=>t"t-~')1) d.~ , 
o 
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TABLE I 
RATE CONSTANTS USED IN THE SIMULATION 
Rate Constant Value Reference 
l.lOxl06 sec- l 39 
l.40xl06 sec- l 33 
O.765xlO- lO cm3molecule- l sec- l 33 
O.29xlO-lOcm3molecule-lsec-l 33 
l.6lxlO-10cm3molecule-lsec-l 33 
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where we def ine 
Cl. = C. \(,,0 ~\O • 
A and B are the same as defined in equations 11 and 12 
while c is defined in equation 23. The laser profile (the 
input function) is simulated by 
with 
G(. -::. \.\& )(.\0\% phD\"o't\ IL'ff\3~~ 
~ -\ ('0> :. %.0 "-\0 ~ 
The term ~ is chosen to make f(t)=l at its maximum. The 
f(t) is plotted out in Figure 7. Its half-width is about 6 
ns. The output, h(t), according to equation 31 is 
't. 
"lot) =. \ ol '\:.'-e.~~(..-~t) ::~ tc.~~l-A')l~-~) 
Ie> 
or 
t 
h l ... ) = :~ t &Kf <. -lit) \ "\:. 'act ll'I- (!.)""\! d."t. 
"t 0 
-~<':t;\:)\"t..'lt~rl~-t:-")~ d..'"t..l. ~1 
, 
o 
Figure 7 
10 
nanosecond 
Input function ,f(t), for the simulation 
exercise. 
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Integrating, we get 
Under a pressure of one torr, [M] is 3.32x10 lb 
molecules/cc. Using values in Table I, we get 
A=8.99xIO b sec- l and B=2.36xI0 1o sec-I. Substituting c:!,~,A 
and B into equations 38,39 and 40 and plotting out, one 
gets the graph shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 is a semilog 
plot of the same result. The slope in Figure 9 results 
from a linear least squares fit to the tail of the curve. 
It is equal to Bl This indicates that when the decay time 
is long compared to the laser half-width, a simple 
exponential fit to the tail of the fluorescence curve will 
give B as the slope. These two plots have the same general 
features of the data collected in reference 23. Thus the 
theory agrees with the experiment data obtained in 
reference 23 in general terms. 
To investigate the feasibility of measuring 
fluorescence decay at one atmosphere, equations 38,39 and 
33 
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Figure 9 Semilog plot of simulated fluorescence at 
low pressure. 
40 are used again with £Ml=2.46xlO,q 
manifests into A=5.78xlO Q and 
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molecules/cc which 
B=7 .1xlO & sec-\. 
substituting in A,B, ~and ~, one gets the plot shown in 
Figure 10. A similar linear least squares fit to the tail 
of the semilog plot gives a slope much smaller than B. 
This indicates that in high pressure fluorescence, 
convolution is required. For comparison purposes, the 
laser profile is plotted on the same graph. Notice that 
the output function is slightly broader and displaced a 
little to the right. 
The convolution integral does not impose any limits 
on how large A and B can be. However, the noise in the 
actual data determines the practical limits. In general, 
the narrower the laser temporal half-width, the larger the 
A and B which can be resolved. 
Discrete Convolution 
Although the convolution integral, equation 27, 
describes exactly what is going on, this equation has 
little practical value in our application because the 
mathematical form of the input function i.e. the laser 
profile is not known. On the other hand, the discrete 
form, equation 26, is suitable for implementing on a 
digital computer. This equation only requires the input 
function be represented by a set of discrete values. This 
very same equation is translated into a computer algorithm 
(in BASIC) shown in Table II. To use this algorithm, the 
2 
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Figure 10 Simulated fluorescence - atmospheric pressure of 
nitrogen. 
TABLE II 
DISCRETE CONVOLUTION ALGORITHM 
LIST 12380,12620 
12380 DIM H(256) 
12390 DIM L(256) 
12420 H=0 
12449 FOR 1=1 TO 256 
12459 J=I-l 
12469 IF J*A*0.1>60 THEN 12500 
12470 IF JtB*9.1)60 THEN 12520 
12488 L(I)=EXP(-A*Ji0.1)-EXP(-B*Jt0.1) 
12498 GO TO 12530 
12599 L(I)=-EXP(-BiJi0.1) 
12519 CO TO 12530 
12529 L(I)=EXP(-AiJ*9.1) 
12539 NEXT I 
12549 Rl=l/(B-A) 
12558 FOR 1=1 TO 256 
12569 Ql=D<I)*Rl 
12578 K=l-1 
12580 FOR J=I TO 256 
12590 H(J)=HCJ)+Ql*L(J+K) 
12699 NEXT J 
12618 HEXT I 
12629 END 
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input function has to be stored in the one dimension array 
D. Matrix L is a temporary storage and the resulting 
convolution is saved in array H. The time resolution is 
0.1 ns and can be changed when required. Further 
discussion on the accuracy of equation 26 can be found in 
Chapter v. 
Minor Details 
So far, various rate constants have been lumped into 
two terms, namely A and B. This section reviews what we 
can extract from them, so that we can plan the experiments 
accordingly. 
The composition of A and B depends on the 
constituents of the gaseous medium which in turn is 
prepared according to the desired rate constants in which 
we are interested. Two cases are considered. The natural 
decay rates (kFo[OH**] and kfl[OH*]) are dropped out of 
our expressions, because fluorescence is very slow 
compared to the the quenching rates. 
A. Argon and Water 
\'lhen the medium consists of argon and water only, 
the term A is 
If ~p differentiate A with respect to [H~O], we have 
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The term B is 
Differentiating, we get 
In other words, if we measure A and B at various 
water concentrations, plots of A and B versus water 
concentration result in straight lines. These 
straight lines have their slopes equal to 
k \O~ho +K G\\o\~() for A and k QO\\~o for B. The intercepts 
at [H1.0]=O give (k~\~ .... +k,ol!t.,,) [Arl for A and 
kCSl.o~r[Ar] for B. 
B. Nitrogen, Oxygen and Water 
Water is not of interest in this case. Its 
presence is needed only to produce a small number of 
OH radicals. The water concentration will be kept as 
low as possible. The term A is 
A :. \~\\i'l.ot..\\,-~) ~ "'o\\'l..'tl\~1 -\- \(~\tl~J "" \(..'O~\.~~ 
-+ \L.a.\ () '\. 't.O.J -\-~ 00 'L"t.C-0 . ~ ~ 
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When A is differentiated with respect to [O~], we 
get 
The term B is 
and when it is differentiated with respect to [0,], 
we have 
- ~bOl.. 
Therefore, when A and B are measured at various 
oxygen concentrations, plots of A and B against the 
concentration of oxygen will result in straight 
lines with slopes equal to kQ.\O'L.. +k l001.. for A and 
k QCO'L for B. The intercept at zero [Qt.] for A is 
equal to 
and B is equal to 
Finally, the convolution calls for the measurement 
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of the laser profile and the fluorescence profile. The 
laser profile will be approximated by either the nitrogen 
Raman scattering at 302 nm or the Rayleigh scattering at 
282 nm. The fluorescence will be obtained at 309 nm. For 
all the measurements, photoelectron arrival rate will be 
maintained around 0.05 per laser pulse whenever the signal 
is strong enough. 
The ideal way to carry out the experiments is to 
alternate the measurements between the laser profile and 
the fluorescence profile to minimize the effect of 
drifting of the detection system. In reality, practical 
experimental difficuties necessitate measurement of the 
laser profile at the beginning and the end of an 
experiment. As many laser profiles as possible will be 
measured between fluorescence measurements. Then the sum 
of all these measured laser profiles will be considered as 
the input function. 
Finally, since the theory assumes that the system is 
linear, we have to avoid saturation. Thus, the laser power 
will be kept low and the laser beam diameter will be made 
correspondingly large. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental setup is illustrated in Figures 11 
and 12. OH radicals were generated by 185 nm photolysis of 
water by two mercury lamps at atmospheric pressure in the 
fluorescence cell. The laser beam was directed across the 
center of the OH cell. The 6 ns half-width laser pulses at 
282 nm were obtained from a frequency-doubled Rh6G dye 
laser pumped by a frequency doubled Nd-YAG laser. The 282 
nm pulses had an energy of about 0.1 mJ and a spectral 
FWHM of about 0.5 cm-\. Fluorescence in the detection zone 
was collected by a silica lens and unwanted Rayleigh and 
Raman scattering were filtered by a cellulose triacetate 
film and a 2.8 nm bandpass l/4-m monochromator. 
The fluorescence signal was detected by a RCA 8575 
photomultiplier attached to an ORTEC 270 constant fraction 
discriminator adjusted according to the specifications in 
the manufacturer's manual. The discriminator output was 
passed to the stop input of a LeCroy QVT300l MCA used in 
the time mode. The start pulse was generated by a 
reverse-biased photodiode (Motorola MRD 500) looking at a 
portion of the undoubled 564 nm ouput of the 
frequency-doubling crystal and delayed for about 40 ns to 
compensate for the transit time of the PMT and the 
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Figure 11 Schematics of experimental setup. 
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discriminator. The number of laser pulses fired since the 
beginning of the experiment was obtained by adding the 
no-event channel of the MCA and the total number of counts 
stored. This total number of cycles was used for Coates 
correction at the end of an experiment. The result 
recorded by the MCA could be displayed on an oscilloscope 
or read out, on command, into a Rockwell AIM-65 
microcomputer through a horne-made interface adaptor. The 
final result was stored on cassette tape and analyzed 
either on a Tektronix 4051 desk-top graphic microcomputer 
or on the Honeywell 66/40 computer. The resolution of the 
f.1CA was set to 0.1 ns per channel or 0.4 ns per channel 
depending on the fluorescence decay rate. 
The OH fluorescence cell was made of aluminum and 
both the inside and outside surfaces were black anodized. 
Openings, sealed off by removable lids, were made so that 
the inside could be reached for optical alignments. The 
cell was capable of being evacuated. To reduce the 
background from the two mercury lamps, both lamps were 
masked-off, leaving only two slots parallel to the 
detection zone exposed. The vol ume of the cell was about 
one liter. All the inside surfaces were roughened to 
reduce reflections of light. 
Tygon tubing was used to deliver gas into the cell. 
The water content of the gas was monitored before it 
entered the cell by either a EG&G 911 Dew-Allor General 
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Eastern 1l00DP dew point hygrometer. Gas flow rate was 
maintained at about 200 cc per minute to prevent 
contaminants from building up and to cool the contents of 
the cell. The lowest dew point which could be reached was 
between -14.5C and -IS.OC and was dependent upon the room 
temperature and the purity of the gas source. 
Signal attenuation was achieved by putting masks with 
various size holes in front of the quartz window. The 
cellulose triacetate film was moved from the entrance slit 
to the exit slit of the monochromator during the later 
experiments, to reduce the fluorescence of the acetate 
film induced by the light from the mercury lamps. 
Further technical details on the electronics of the 
instruments which were designed and built in the 
laboratory can be found in appendices Band C. 
Some remarks on the practical side of the 
experiments are in order. The most distressing of all the 
problems encountered was that the computing time for 
evaluating equation 26 was tremendous. It took over 20 
minutes to do one caluation of equation 26 by a Tektronix 
4051 desk-top microcomputer. Each simplex search required 
evaluating equation 26 several hundred times. This long 
computing time made it impractical to do the computation 
on a small computer. The Honeywell 66/40 could handle the 
job fairly well but computer time was costly, about 100 
dollars per simplex analysis. 
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The photon counting technique entailed a low arrival 
rate. This required many laser shots. Adding to the 
problem, the laser pulsed at 6 shots per second. Thus it 
took a very long time to complete one curve. The arrival 
rate was kept around 0.05 per laser pulse. In general, 
each gas mixture required from 40 to 80 hours of 
experimental time. 
In some experiments, a background persisted when the 
laser was tuned off resonance. This compounded the 
problem, for it required extra experiments to characterize 
the background in order to subtract the background from 
the fluorescence curves. 
At first, the background was due to stray light at 
282 nm sneaking through the monochromator. This problem 
was corrected with the cellulose triacetate film. Then 
another problem crept up after the dye oscillator was 
modified from a grating to a mirror. The new background 
had a certain long decay time. This again compounded the 
problem of lengthy experimental time. 
The laser itself was a huge and complex system. 
Components had limited operational life-time, so down 
times were inevitable after continuous operation. In 
conclusion, these experiements were not as easy as they 
looked! 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
nata ~ Comments 
The experimental results of OH fluorescence in both 
the argon plus water and the nitrogen/oxygen/water cases 
are summarized in Figures 13 to 22. Each graph represents 
the cumulative data collected for one gas mixture. The 
data are corrected according to the Coates algorithm and 
smoothed by a five point running average. The laser 
profiles are shown in Figures 13 and 14 to illustrate the 
drastic difference between the laser and the fluorescence 
curves. The solid lines are the least squares fits of 
equation 26 to the data found via the simplex method. 
Tables III to XI summarize the experimental results. 
The A, Band C in the Tables are the results of the 
simplex searches. The error column in the Tables are 
calculated according to the definition: 
\ Q- - -W 
Where f(i) is the datum and fe(i) is the calculated value 
of the least squares fit. 
The unweighed least squares fits are the results of 
a three parameter search. The third parameter, besides A 
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Figure 13 Fluorescence decay of OH in argon plus water 
(D.P. -16.0C): x-laser profile; .-fluorescence; 
solid line-least squares fit. Time scale is 
0.4 ns per channel. 
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Fluorescence decay of OH in argon plus water (D.P. -1.0C): x-laser profile~ .-fluorescence~ 
solid line-least squares fit. Time scale is 
0.4 ns per channel. 
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Figure 15 Fluorescence decay of OH in argon plus water 
CD.P. 4.0C). Laser profile is not shown. 
Time scale is 0.2 ns per channel. 
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Figure 16 Fluorescence decay of OH in argon plus water (D.P. 9.0C). Time scale is 0.2 ns per channel. 
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Figure 17 Fluorescence decay of OH in argon plus water (D.P. 16.0C). Time scale is 0.1 ns per channel. 
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Figure 18 Fluorescence decay of OH in argon plus water 
(D.P. 19.0C). Time scale is 0.1 ns per channel. 
It is a bad result~ see text for discussion. 
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Figure 19 Fluorescence decays of OH in argon plus water 
. - fluorescence at different water 
concentrations. x - laser profile. The graph 
shows the drastic difference in the decay curves 
due to the change in water concentration. 
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Fluorescence decay of OH in nitrogen (D.P. -16.0C). Time scale is 0.2 ns per channel. 
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Figure 21 Fluorescence decay of OH in nitrogen plus 2% 
oxygen. Time scale is 0.1 ns per channel. 
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Figure 22 Fluorescence decay of OH in nitrogen plus 5% 
oxygen. Time scale is 0.1 ns per channel. 
Uncertainty 
TABLE III 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Argon/water (dew point 19.0C). 
Water concentration; (5.33±0.5)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns-1. 
Count 
8933 
B 
0.42 
0.1 
A 
0.35 
0.1 
C 
0.0029 
-3 0- (xlO ) 
2.17 
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TABLE IV 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Argon/water (dew point 16.0C). 
Water concentration; (4.53±0.15)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and 8 are ns-1. 
Count B A C -3 cr- (xlO ) 
Cumulative 
Average 
Uncertainty 
14199 0.334 0.335 0.0038 1.43 
10048 0.338 0.337 0.0027 2.47 
10559 0.419 0.413 0.0038 2.82 
15052 0.396 0.355 0.0043 1. 75 
51576 0.371 0.367 0.0154 0.41 
0.371 0.361 
-- 0.037 0.032 
TABLE V 
RESULTS qF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Argon/water (dew point 9.0C). 
Water concentration; (2.78±0.08)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns- 1. 
Count B A -3 C ~ (xlO ) 
9335 0.222 0.231 0.00217 2.25 
18994 0.263 0.279 0.00614 0.75 
13247 0.238 0.265 0.00374 1.2 
Cumulative 59542 0.222 0.348 0.0198 0.37 
Average 0.236 0.281 
Uncertainty -- 0.049 0.019 
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TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Argon/water (dew point 4.0C). 
Water concentration; (1.96±O.05)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns-1. 
Count B A C -3 <J"' (x10 ) 
16041 0.213 0.248 0.00367 1.60 
16082 0.190 0.297 0.00395 0.91 
18296 0.199 0.210 0.00344 1.13 
27417 0.190 0.193 0.0045 1.08 
Cumulative 103617 0.213 0.218 0.0164 0.39 
Average 0.201 0.233 
Uncertainty 0.012 0.041 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Argon/water (dew point -7.0) 
Water concentration; (0.81±0.02)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns-1. 
Count B A C -3 0- (xlO ) 
15548 0.066 0.198 0.0048 1.43 
21688 0.135* 0.045 1.69 
Average 0.066 0.167 
Uncertai nty 0.007 0.03 
* Result of 314 nm measurement. 
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Cumulative 
Average 
Uncertainty 
TABLE VIII 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Argon/water (dew point -16.0C). 
Water concentration; (0.39±0.04)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns-1. 
Count B A C -3 <t' (xlO ) 
7453 0.0289 0.170 0.00099 2.60 
13772 0.0262 0.156 0.00156 1.66 
20261 0.0274 0.149 0.00242 1.30 
27368 0.0341 0.147 0.00285 0.89 
33486 0.0241 0.135 0.00317 0.70 
40441 0.0228 0.123 0.00342 0.56 
0.0256 0.147 
0.0023 0.016 
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TABLE IX 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Nitrogen/water (dew point -16.0C). 
Water concentration; (0.39 ± 0.04)xlO17molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns- 1. 
Count B A C -3 cr (xlO ) 
6245 0.19 2.02 0.0397 4.08 
7016 0.17 1. 97 0.0415 2.65 
7017 0.19 1.92 0.0431 2.96 
7049 0.15 2.49 0.048 2.45 
5083 0.17 1.27 0.021 4.29 
Coumulative 32409 0.17 1. 87 0.179 0.85 
Average 0.17 1. 92 
Uncertainty 0.015 0.39 
TABLE X 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Nitrogen/2% oxygen/water (dew point -16.0C). 
Water concentration; (0.39±0.04)x1017molecule/cc. 
Units of A and Bare ns-1• 
Count B A C -3 cr (xlO ) 
7220 0.40 2.25 0.022 1.98 
7931 0.39 4.49 0.048 1.51 
Cumulative 15343 0.40 3.91 0.082 1.08 
Average 0.40 3.55 
Uncertainty 
-- 0.006 1.16 
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TABLE XI 
RESULTS OF SIMPLEX SEARCH 
Nitrogen/5% oxygen/water (dew point -16.0C) 
(See also Figurez.!,and accompanying discussion). 
Units of A and Bare ns- l . 
Cumulative 
-3 Count B A C <t" (xlO ) 
941 0.45 6.48 0.01 7.01 
1830 0.44 5.96 0.017 4.21 
2721 0.41 5.30 0.021 3.20 
3598 0.40 5.59 0.029 2.90 
4573 0.43 5.0 0.035 2.38 
5406 0.45 4.39 0.038 2.07 
6386 0.49 4.61 0.050 1. 79 
7181 0.53 3.01 0.040 1. 74 
8068 0.6 2.31 0.038 1. 72 
8994 0.55 4.78 0.082 1.45 
9906 0.57 2.47 0.048 1. 73 
10794 0.54 3.15 0.063 1.62 
11710 0.56 2.70 0.061 1.54 
12627 0.55 5.14 0.124 1.17 
13480 0.59 3.38 0.094 1.13 
14385 0.56 3.71 0.103 1.11 
15288 0.57 2.98 0.090 1.07 
16181 0.54 4.09 0.125 0.90 
17070 0.52 5.20 0.163 0.83 
18005 0.52 4.93 0.161 0.87 
Average 0.51 4.26 
Uncertainty 0.06 1.23 
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and B as defined in equations 11 and 12, is a normalizing 
factor, C. This normalizing factor is required because the 
total count, thus the area, of each curve varies. Figure 
19 displays the fluorescence of OH in argon with different 
water concentrations. Please notice the marked change in 
the decay rates. 
The parameter C is only a mathematical normalization 
constant. It has no relation to the small letter c defined 
in equation 23. The value of C can be changed either by 
changing the total count of the laser profile or the 
fluorescence profile. To measure c, we need 
intensity measurement not statistical 
statistical nature of the experimental 
rendered c inaccessible. 
an absolute 
counting. The 
approach has 
The results shown in Table XI will 
illustrate the point. It can be shown 
be used to 
Area of fluorescence curve = Area of laser x C/AB ~~ 
If we plot C/AB versus count (xO.I) shown in Table XI, a 
straight line with the reciprocal of the slope equal to 
the area of the laser profile results, because the same 
laser profile was used throughout all the simplex analysis 
shown in Table XI. Figure 23 shows such a plot. The 
reciprocal of the slope of the straight line is 28944. The 
actual total count of the laser profile is 28098. The two 
differ by 3%. 
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Figure 23 Linear least squares fit of C/AB versus 
cumulative count (xO.l) tabulated in Table 
XI. 
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Figure 18 shows the fluorescence decay of OH in 
argon and water at a concentration around that 
corresponding to a dew point 19.0C. The result is 
obviously not satisfactory. Dew point 19.0C was close to 
the saturation point at room temperature (winter). The 
room temperature varied over the period of the experiment 
so it was hard to maintain a constant water concentration. 
At the time of this experiment, there was no dew point 
hygrometer available but a simple detector which did not 
operate too well at high water concentration. In brief, it 
is preferred not to carry out experiments at dew points 
close to room temperature. Instead of discarding the 
result, it is presented here as an illustration of what a 
bad fit looks like. The other reasonable fits are no 
coincidences. All the other results indicate that the 
model is indeed correct. 
Due to the statistical nature of the photon counting 
method, there is no standard on how many counts could be 
accumulated before an experiment is terminated. By the 
same token, the result of large total count is an 
experiment while lesser count result could be considered 
an individual experiment only with less accuracy. The 
interesting consequence of this is that we can add all the 
experiments into a single giant experiment. Table IV to 
Table X except VII show more than one experimental result 
for each gas mixture, while Figures 13 to 21 show 
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collective experimental data representing all the data for 
each gas mixture. These experiments with smaller counts 
can be viewed as results from breaking down the giant 
experiments. On the other hand, each individual experiment 
can be considered as an independent experiment. Generally, 
large count experiments are more accurate, so that the 
collective data should constitute the final results. But 
this is not always the case as will be discussed in the 
Convergence Test section of Chapter V, because a large 
count requires a long experimental time. But, a long 
experimental time increases other experimental errors due 
to such factors as changes in room temperature. Eventually 
these uncontrollable errors are large enough to wipe out 
the gain by increasing count. As the final decision, the 
average of all the small count results was taken as the 
final result for that gas mixture and the standard 
deviation among the small count results was given as the 
estimated error. 
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Data Analysis 
All the evidence indicates that the two parameter 
model is indeed consistent with the data. The next logical 
step, as a further check on the tenability of the model, 
is to analyze A's and B's and compare the results to the 
available literature values. 
Figure 24 shows graphically the linear least squares 
fits to the the A's and B's of argon plus water as a 
function of water concentration. Figure 25 shows similar 
plots for A's and B's of nitrogen and oxygen as a function 
of oxygen concentration. Table XII summarizes the results 
of the least squares fits. 
Due to the nature of the characteristic response 
function, A and B are indistinguishable. That is, A and B 
of equation 19 can be interchanged without affecting the 
function. This creates the problem of labeling the two 
values obtained by the simplex search. The problem in the 
argon/water case can be broken into two parts. One is how 
to group the experimental results into two groups, A's and 
B's, and the other is how to identify the two groups. 
From each experiment at a water concentration in 
argon, we obtain a pair of values. After several 
experiments at different water concentrations, we obtain 
several pairs of values. A value from each pair is 
assigned to a group in such a way that the resulting group 
forms a straight line when plotted against water 
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Figure 24 Linear least squares fit to A's and B's in 
argon as a function of water concentration. 
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Figure 25 Linear least squares fit to A's and B's in 
Nitrogen and Oxygen. 
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A 
B 
Slope 
1.83xlO 
TABLE XII 
RESULTS OF LINEAR LEAST SQUARES FITS 
TO A' sAND B' s 
3 -1 -1 -1 Units of slopes are cm sec molecule • Units of intercepts are sec 
N2 + O2 H20 + Ar 
Error Intercept Error Slope Error Intercept 
-9 O.43xlO -9 2.l8xlO 9 O.16xlO 9 4.88xlO-1O O.44xlO-1O 1.4lxlO 8 
2.65xlO- lO O.57xlO- 1O 2.06xlO 8 O.2lxlO 8 7.9xlO- 1O O.47xlO- lO l.17xlO 7 
Error 
O.03xlO 8 
O.34xlO7 
-...I 
N 
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concentration, Figure 24. The straight-line criterion 
results from the linear dependency of A and B on water 
concentration. The general guideline for grouping is that 
below water concentration of 5x10\' mo1ecu1e/cc the high 
values of the pairs belong to one group and the low values 
belong to the other group. 
After grouping the values, the next step is to 
indentify which group is A and which group is B. Notice 
that A denotes the relaxation from the v'=l state. The 
identification process involves measuring the fluorescence 
intensity at 309 nm and 314 nm under controlled 
conditions. The rationale behind this experiment is given 
by the following arguments. 
Based on equation 19 and 27 we can write the 
fluorescence decay at 309 nm as 
t 
h l~ho, : \ th.) 
o 
The c' is defined as c'=c.kfO and c is defined in 
equation 23. Based on equation 15 and 27, we have the 
fluorescence at 314 nm as 
~1:1" ,-AL"t-~) 
hlt)1l4- ':. J ,l"t.) c.: e... <i."t • 
o 
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The corresponding integrated fluorescence (I) at 309 nm 
and 314 nm can be shown to be 
k "0 c' 
l(309)= Area (Laser) , 
AB 
c' 
l(3l4)=- Area(Laser). 
A 
The Area (Laser) denotes the integrated area of the laser 
profile. Therefore, the ratio of l(309) to l(3l4) is 
I (309) k'tO 
= 
l(3l4) B 
k'IO and B depend on the constituents of the gas. For the 
argon/water case, we have 
l(309) k \0\\,.0 [H'l,0] + k,o,.,,, [Ar] 
= 
l(3l4) k QO\h.O [H,O] + kGo~,,"[Ar] 
The first experiment was to measure 
k lo\·h.o /kQo~1.0 • Since Helium is the least 
quencher, 
l(309) 
l(3l4) 
k \O\oh.o [H,O] + k\o\-\e. [He] 
= ----~~----------~-----
kao\h.o [H'l,.0]+ kQo\\CL[He] 
c;.1 
the ratio 
effective 
At high enough water concentration equation 57 becomes 
l(309) 
l(3l4) 
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This assumption was checked by measuring the ratios at 
various water concentrations. The result is shown in 
Figure 26. The result indeed shows that at dew point 
l7.0C, the ratio does approach the limit of k \()Hl.o/k 0.0\\\.0. 
The value is 0.43tO.07. By fitting equation 57 to the four 
points shown in Figure 25, we obtain the rough estimate of 
~~ ,~ kQo\-\~(3.4x10 ) and k\C\.h .. (l.4xlO- ). Based on the 
ratio, equation 58, and the least squares fits of A's and 
B's (Table XII), we have the following two choices: 
Choice 1 2 
k Go"\\.() 7.9xlO-\O 4.88xlO-\O 
k Q.\ " \.0 1.48xlO-\o 5.8xlO-\O 
k \0 \"h"C 3. 4xlO -Ie 2.1xlO-\O 
k ~o ~\o. 4. 76xlO-\~ 5.73xlO-\'L 
ko..\~~ +k\oA"" 5.73xlO-\'\. 4. 76xlO-\~ 
To decide whether choice 1 or choice 2 is correct, 
the fluorescence intensity ratio at 309 nm to 314 nm in 
argon at dew point -14.0C was measured. The ratio 
1(309)/1(314) is 1.99~0.25. Using this ratio and various 
k's from each choice, klO~~ can be calculated according to 
equation 56. It turns out that only choice 1 can produce a 
reasonable value of k\o~~. Choice 2 results in a k\O~~ 
larger than the val ue of k G.\~\oo +k(OAr. Thus the identity of 
A and B in Figure 24 is determined. 
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o 1.OE+17 2.0E+17 3.0£+17 4.0E+17 s.OE~n 
Wt\lER C.ONt" Mel·jcc.. 
Figure 26 Ratio of fluorescence intensity at 309nm to 
that at 3l4nm in helium as a function of water 
concentration. 
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To further confirm which is A and which is B, the 
fluorescence decay at 314 nm in argon at dew point -7.0C 
was measured. Fluorescence at 314 nm is due to the decay 
from the v'=l state, therefore the decay constant must be 
A. The result (A=0.135xlOQ) indicated that A indeed was 
the larger of the two values measured at 309 nm (see Table 
VII). 
The analysis of the data follows the logic discussed 
in the Minor Details section of Chapter II. The deduction 
falls into two sections: A's and B's of argon plus water 
and A's and B's of nitrogen plus oxygen. 
Argon plus water: 
B: -10 slope = k G.O\h.0 = 7. 9tO .47xlO 
. 1 intercept = k G.o~,"[Ar) = 1.l710.34xlO 
1.17±0.34xlO' 
k Q.()~~ = ------- =O.48!.O.14xlO- l 'L 
2. 46xlO I' 
A: slope = k (l.\\-\,p +k\o\oh.O =4 .88tO .44xlO-\O 
Based on the measurement of the fluorescence at 314 nm 
and 309 nm in Helium, we have 
k \Ot'ho Ik QO"'to =0.4310.07 
-\0 k\O"~c=O.43tO.07x7.9iO.47xlO 
=3.4i.0.59xlO-to 
k ~\H~o = (4. 88±"0. 44 - 3. 4±.O .59) xlO-10 
=1.48'10.74xlO-to 
intercept = (k~\~r+ klO!),r) [Ar] = 1.4l±0.03xlO' 
= kQ\IiII"+ k\t)~\- = 5.73tO.12xlO·l'L 
Based on the measurement of I(309)/1(3l4) at dew 
point -14.0C in Argon, we have 
k\O"~o[H~O]+klO~~[Ar] 
-~:;;.-.------..;~-- =1.991:0.25 
k G.o~O [H'2,.0] +k 0.0 (),,,,[Ar] 
At dew point -14.0C, [H~O]=O.48xlO" 
k 'o\-\l.\) [H,.O] =3.4 'to. 59xlO -\0 xO. 48xlOll 
=1.6310.28xlO' 
k 0.0\\'\,.0 [H"l0] =7.91:.0. 47xlO-\O xO. 48xl01 
=3.79±o.23xlO' 
k QOPt ... [Ar] =4. 8il. 4xlO-\~ x2. 46xlO \'1 
=1.181.0.3 4xlO 1 
k,o~~~ [H~O]+k\o~r[Ar]=4.97tO.34xl01 
k \O~'y.=3.36±0.59xlO-\1.· 
k Q\I~~=5. 7 4±O .12xlO-t"l -3.3610. 59xlO-\'l... 
k G..\~\-=2. 37iO. 6xlO·' 1. 
Nitrogen plus oxygen: 
B: slope = kQOO'L.= 2.65i:.O.57xlO-\0 
intercept = k GotJ~[Nl.] + kQO\·h.o [H'l..0] 
= 2.06"1.0.2xlO~ 
At dew point -16.0C~ [H,.O] = O.4xlO" 
k\l.()~o[H'l..0] =7.91.0.47xlO-10 x O.4xlO\l 
= 3.l6iO.19xl01 
k&ol\l~Nl.] = C2.06t.0.2 - 0.3l6±0.09)xlOi 
= 1.74±o.20xlO-a 
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k o..Otl'l. = O.7liO.OaxlO-'\ 
A: slope = k \001.+ ka\O'L = 1.a3±'O.43xlO-ct 
Present results only allow us to obtain 
klOO"l.+ kCQ.\O'\.. = 1.a3'tO.43xlO-Q 
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intercept = (k lON '\.+ k(1\N'\.,) [N'l.] + (k\Ol-\\.O+ kG.H\l...O) [H't,0] 
= 2 .laio .16xlOQ 
At dew point -16.0C~ [H~O] = O.4xlO'l 
(k",\\,s:> + kCSl.Hh .. b) [H'l.0] = O.4xlO\l x 4.aa:t:.O.44xlO-\O 
= 1.95-LO.18xlO' 
(k\ot-h+ kQ.\\'h.) [N'\.] = (2.la - O.0195)±.O.16xlO Q 
= 2.l6tO.16xlO'\ 
k\o\\h.+ kQ.\t-l"l.- = 8.7atO.65xlO-\\ 
Since k G.\tJ'l... < k\o~h_' we 
k\o\'l"l.. = a.7aio.65xlO-" 
= a .071.0 .65xlO-Q 
assume k Ql:lt'h .. = k G\~1. 
- O.76±O.Oaxlo-Q 
Final Results 
The results are tabulated in T.ables XIII to XVI 
together with the available literature values. The 
literature values are mostly those taken from references 
24 and 39. 
Rate constants of argon and water are in good 
agreement with the low pressure literature values. 
Nitrogen results are smaller than the more recent 
reported values. The measured k G.O (0.71'1.0. 08xlO -II ) agrees 
with the values of Kley an Welge(40) and Becker and 
Haaks(39). These two groups also produced OH radicals by 
photolysis of water. But, further checking with the values 
collected by Schofield(24) shows that, since 1974, the 
reported values, primarily due to German and Lengel and 
Crosley, have been around 3.0xlO-U which is about 4 times 
larger than our measured value. One possible explanation 
is that their experiments (23,24,41,44) generated OH by 
the reaction of H + NO 4. The gas mixtures might be 
contaminated by untitrated NO~ and H and the product NO. 
The NO~ by itself is about 10 times more effective than 
nitrogen. It only takes 20% of the total pressure to 
double the quenching rate. The other support to this 
speculation is that the measurements (39,40) ultilizing 
photolysis of water at 
values. The low value 
low pressure also produce lower 
of the measured vibrational 
relaxation constant can also be explained by the same 
80 
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TABLE XIII 
RATE CONSTANTS FOR ARGON (10-11 CC MOLECULE- l S-l) 
Exp. 
Temp. K 
0.02 295 
<2 850-1500 
< 0.007 295 
0.1 295 
(0.6 298 
0.05 295 
0.034 300 
<0.004 300 
0.048!0.014 297 
Exp. 
Pressure 
0.5-5.3 kPa. 
0.4-0.8 kPa. 
Comment 
Photolysis of water 
C2H2/02 low pressure 
flames. 
Ref. 
cited 
in 24 
3 
0.67 kPa. Flow cell. Kr 123.6 nm 40 
photolysis of water. 
0.013 kPa. Kr 123.6 nm pulsed 39 
photolysis. 
0.3 kPa. Discharge flow system. 41 
OH from H+N02" OH 
source induced fluoresc-
ence. 
0.13 kPa. 
not spec-
ified-low 
0.27 kPa 
101 kPa. 
OH for H+N02• Dye laser fluorescence. 
OH from O/H 
photolysis, aye laser 
fllilorescencc .. 
121.5 nm pulsed pho-
tolysis of water. High 
rotational levels. 
Photolysis of water, 
dye laser fluorescence. 
cited 
in .24 
43 
cited 
in 24 
This 
work 
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TABLE XIII CONTINUED 
kQlAr 
Exp. Exp. 
Temp. K Pressure Comment Ref. 
0.4 300 0.27 kPa. 121.5 nm pulsed pho- cited 
tolysis of water. in 24 
High rotational 
levels. 
0.24"t0.6 297 101 kPa. Photolysis of water, This 
dye laser fluore- work 
scence. 
klOAr 
Exp. Exp. 
Temp. K Pressure Comment Ref. 
0.29 320 0.15 kPa. OH from H+N02 • Pulsed cited 
dye laser. in 24 
0.13 300 unspecified OH from 0/H2 photo- 43 
lysis. Questionable 
data ( ref. 1) 
0.34W.06 297 101 kPa. Photolysis of water. This 
Pulsed dye laser work 
fluorescence. 
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TABLE XIV 
-10 -1 -1 RATE CONSTANTS FOR WATER (10 CC MOLECULE S ) 
kQOHZO Exp. Exp. Temp. K Pressure Comment Ref. 
2.9 295 0.67 kPa. Kr 123.6 nm photo- 40 
lysis of water. 
3.5 298 0.3 kPa. OH from H+N02• OH 41 
source induced fluo-
rescence. 
4.5 295 0.013 kPa. Kr 123.6 nm pulsed 39 
ph~to1ysis of water 
or methanol. Reports 
klO+kQl = 4.0 
5.0 300 ~0.5 kPa. Kr 123.6 nm photo- 42 
lysis of water. 
5.6 300 0.27 kPa. 121.5 nm pulsed phot- cited 
olysis. High rotatio· in 24 
nal levels. 
6.1 315 0.007 kPa. Static system, 200 eV 5 
e-beam. 
9.2 300 0.021 kPa. Narrow 'band photo-, cited 
lysis of water. High in 24 
rotational level. 
4.0 300 3.3 kPa. Microwave discharge 23 
of water. Pulsed 
dye laser. 
7.910.47 297 101 kPa. Photolysis of water. This 
Pulsed dye laser. work 
TABLE XIV CONTINUED 
kQ1H20 Exp. Exp. Temp. K Pressure 
4.0 295 0.013 kPa. 
5.6 300 0.27 kPa. 
9.2 300 0.021 kPa. 
1. 48t.0. 74 297 101 kPa. 
Exp. Exp. 
Temp. K Pressure 
300 101 kPa. 
Comment 
Kr 123.6 nm pulsed 
photolysis of water 
or methanol. k lO + 
kQl • 
121.5 nm pulsed photo-
lysis of water. High 
rotational levels. 
Narrow band photo-
lysis of water. High 
rotational levels. 
Photolysis of water. 
Pulsed dye laser. 
Comment 
Photolysis of water. 
Pulsed dye laser. 
Ref. 
39 
cited 
in 24 
cited 
in 24 
This 
work 
Ref. 
This 
work 
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TABLE XV 
RATE CONSTANTS FOR NITROGEN (10- 11 CC MOLECULE- l S-l) 
Exp. 
Temp. K 
0.05 295 
4.0 300 
0.51 295 
1.0 295 
1.6 298 
4.3 320 
2.3 300 
2.6 295 
1.6 300 
4.2 320 
3.1 300 
O. ntO.08 297 
Exp. 
Pressure 
0.3-5.3 kPa. 
~ 0.5 kPa. 
0.67 kPa. 
0.013 kPa. 
0.3 kPa. 
0.13 kPa. 
unspecified 
0.13 kPa. 
1 kPa. 
0.15 kPa. 
3.3 kPa. 
101 kPa. 
Comment 
Photolysis of 
water. 
Kr 123.6 nm photo-
lysis of water. 
Kr 123.6 nm photo-
lysis of water. 
Ref. 
cited 
in 24 
42 
40 
Kr 123.6 nm pulsed 39 
photolysis of water 
or methanol. 
OH from H+N02, dye 41 laser fluorescence. 
OH from H+N02, dye 44 laser fluorescence. 
OH from 03/H2 pho- 43 
tolysis, dye laser 
fluorescence. 
Flow system, OE 
from H+N02, dye la-
ser fluorescence. 
OH from H+NO • 
Pulsed dye liser 
fluorescence. 
33 
cited 
in 24 
OH from H+NO • Pul- 47 
sed dye lase~ fluor-
escence. 
Microwave discharge 23 
of water, dye laser 
fluorescence. 
Photolysis of wat- This 
er. Dye laser work 
fluorescence. 
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TABLE XV CONTINUED 
klaN Exp. Exp. 
2 Temp. K Pressure Connnent Ref. 
18.3 320 0.15 kPa. OH from H+N02• Pulsed 47 
dye laser fluorescence. 
15.0 295 0.13 kPa. OH from H+N02• Dye 33 
laser fluorescence. 
8.0nO.65 297 101 kPa. Photolysis of water. This 
Pulsed dye laser work 
fluorescence. 
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TABLE XVI 
RATE CONSTANTS FOR OXYGEN (10- 11 CC MOLECULE- l S-l) 
kQOO Exp. Exp. 
2 Temp. K Pressure Comment Ref. 
10.4 295 0.13 kPa. Flow system, OH from 33 
H+N02 • Dye laser fluor-
escence. 
30 l500-1790 1F 101 kPa. H2/02/N2/Ar atmosph- 6 
eric pressure flames. 
8.0 800-1500 1F 0.4-0.8 kPa. C2H2/02 low pressure 3 
flames. 
9.9 300 3.3 kPa. Microwave discharge 23 
of water. Dye laser 
fluorescence. 
26.5i5.7 297 101 kPa. Photolysis of water. This 
Pulsed dye laser work 
fluorescence. 
kQlO Exp. Exp. 2 Temp. K Pressure Conunent Ref. 
13.0 295 0.13 kPa. OH from H+N02, dye 33 laser fluorescence. 
l83Z43 297 101 kPa. Photolysis of water. This 
Pulsed dye laser work 
fluorescence. *k 1 t 
e ec • 
+k 
vibr. 
# Range of applicable temperature. 
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TABLE XVI CONTINUED 
klOO Exp. Exp. 2 Temp. K Pressure Conunent Ref. 
1.5 295 0.13 kPa. Flow system, OH from 33 
H+N02, dye laser fluor-
escence. 
183* 297 101 kPa. OH from photolysis of This 
water. Pulsed dye laser work 
fluorescence. 
* k100 + kQ10 2 2 
arguments. Of course, the other possibility is the 
pressure effect. 
Wang and Davis measured the ratio of k Go\\~t) to k&Cth. 
at atmospheric pressure(22). The reported ratio is 44114. 
K G.ON\.- can be calculated by taking k Q.o\h.o to be 
7.9"i0.47xlO-\O The result is 1.8t.0.6xlO-tl which is at 
the lower end of the more recent literature values. 
Selzer and Wang(23) remeasured the values for 
nitrogen again in 1979. This time their experiments were 
done at low pressure and OH was generated by passing moist 
gases through a microwave discharge. The reported value of 
k 'lOIlll. was 3.1x10-\\ which agreed with the higher values in 
the literature. Now here are two experiments performed by 
the same group at two different pressures and their 
results disagree. Is it an indication of pressure 
dependence of the rate constants? At this point in time, 
it would be naive to draw such a conclusion, but at least 
such a possibility should be considered. 
The rate constants of oxygen as expected, are fast. 
The value of k &OO"L is about twice the literature values 
and k ~'O~ +k lOO,- is about 10 times larger. If we assume 
kQ,=kQO' the k\OO~ will be one hundred times larger than 
the only available literature value! It may be possible 
that the deactivation by oxygen molecules is more 
complicated than the simple explanation offered by the 
hard sphere collision model. Ozone interference was ruled 
89 
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out by the experiments to be discussed in Chapter VI. 
Although the rate constants are higher than the 
hard-sphere collision rate, a rate constant 
(ArF*+Xe->XeF*+Ar) as high as 4.5xlO-~ cc molecule-' sec- l 
has been reported (21). 
In order to compare our rate constants with the 
literature values in the context of the pressure under 
which they are measured, we use a novel way to present the 
literature values and the measured values graphically. 
Figure 2& is a plot of 10g(kG.()fll~Ar]) against log [Ar] • 
Figure 27 is a plot of 10g(kQ()~~[N4]) against 10g[N~]. The 
[N~] and [Ar] refer to the pressure under which the 
experiment is carried out. The straight line shown has its 
slope equal to 1 and its intercept equal to 10gkGO~~ or 
10gkGO\\'2.,. obtained by this experiment. Figures 29 and 30 
show similar plots for the kQO of water and oxygen. The 
reason for presenting the values in logarithmic scale is 
because the range of pressure covered by the values varies 
over two orders of magnitude. It would be difficult to 
show all the points clearly in linear scale over such a 
wide range of pressure. In addition to showing all the 
points, the plots also show that the three-body collision 
contribution is not significant at atmospheric pressure. 
Were the three-body contribution significant, the points 
would curve upward rather then lie in a straight line. 
Since the quantity measured is kGO[lolJ and we wish to 
.10 
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~ ~7 
~ 
'2.. 
-:r: 
.2. g 
~ q 
..,.J 
<.!:r b.· 
.15 ~6 
.1 .~ 
.1 
s 
4 ~~--~------~--__ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ 
115 16 17 1S 19 20 
LO&tth1 
Ref. Ref. Ref. 
1 cited in 24 2 42 3 40 
4 39 5 41 6 44 7 33 8 ci ted in 24 9 47 10 23 11 this work 
Figure 27 Plot of log(kQON2lN2]) against log [N2J . The 
straight line has its slope equal to 1 and its 
inter:ept equal to log(kQON2) measured in the 
exper lmen t. 
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a 
7 
4 
3 
15 16 
Ref. 
1 cited in 24 
e? 
17 L8 
loCtt~~ 
Ref. 
3 
92 
20 
Ref. 
3 40 
4 39 
2 
5 
8 
41 6 cited in 24 
7 c.:ited in 24 this work 
Figure 28 Plot of log(kQOArtAr]) against log(Arl. The 
straight line has slope of 1 and intercept of 
log(kQOAr) measured in the experiment. 
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Ref. 
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33 
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Ref. 
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Ref. 
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Figure 29 Plot of log(kQOoztMJ) against log[MJ. The 
straight line has slope of 1 and intercept of 
log(kQOOZ ) measured in the experiment. 
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Figure 30 Plot of log(kQOH2otM1) against logtM). The 
straight line has slope of 1 and intercept of 
log(kQOH20 ) measured in the experiment. 
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obtain a reliable proportionality constant (e.g. rate 
constant), it is a common practice to make measurements 
under practical conditions which are as widely distributed 
as possible or at least over the range of conditions under 
which the rate constant is to be ultilized. The reason for 
this is that the errors associated with the dependent 
parameter are directly proportional to the distance of 
extrapolation. If we extrapolate the literature values out 
to atmospheric pressure, the deactivation rate will have 
large uncertainty. This is one argument for measuring the 
rate constant at atmospheric pressure. Figure 31 
illustrates this point. The figure is a plot of the least 
squares fit to the literature values, kQO~~[N~], in Table 
XV as a function of their corresponding experimental 
pressure. We can see that the least squares error due to 
extrapolation is large. The contribution of our 
measurement is both to provide a value and to narrow the 
error at atmospheric pressure. 
Finally, let's consider the question of 
reproducibility of the experimental results. The 
experiment of argon plus water at dew point -7.0C was done 
after the experiments of nitrogen and oxygen. That is 
about one month after the other argon plus water 
experiements were performed. The question that the low 
value of nitrogen is due to the change in the detection 
system can be ruled out, since the last argon plus water 
[.r; 
'" T 
'" 00 
0 
..J 
g 1·0 
t.J 
"2 
0 
" :II. 
0-5 
Q 
o 
Figure 31 Linear least squares fit to the literature values, 
kQON2[M], in Table XV as a function of their 
corresponding experimental pressure. The solid 
lines do not include our own experimental value. The 
broken lines include our own experimental result. 
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at dew point -7.0C experiment agreed with the earlier 
results. In fact, repeated experiments with nitrogen 
showed no inconsistency with the earlier results. 
CHAPTER V 
ERROR ASSESSMENT 
This chapter assesses the uncertainty of our method 
and the limitation of our instruments. We will discuss the 
systematic errors due to the approximation by equation 26 
and random errors due to the counting statistics. Finally, 
we will estimate the errors caused by the instability of 
our instruments. 
Sy~ernatic and Random Errors 
The discrete convolution (equation 26) is only an 
approximation. Its departure from the exact solution 
(equation 27) has to be reckoned with. Since the accuracy 
of the approximation depends on the step size (MCA 
resolution), we assessed the effects of the step size on 
the accuracy. The adopted strategy to check its accuracy 
was to simUlate the input function by a Gamma function, 
The value of ~ was chosen so that the peak height was 
about 500, which is similar to real experimental results. 
Then the convolution was integrated in closed form with 
A=2.0 ns -\ amd B=O.4 ns -1. Discrete values with various 
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step sizes were then obtained for these f(t) and h(t). The 
simulated discrete data, f(t) and h(t), were evaluated for 
values of A and B with the simplex program. Table XVII 
shows the results. Evidently, larger step size introduces 
larger errors. In actual experiments, the time range of 
the MeA was chosen for maximum resolution, while capturing 
the essential features of the decay curve. For values of A 
and B comparable to Table XVII, 0.1 ns resolution was 
used. Thus we expect about 1% error as a result of the 
discrete convolution. This is small relative to the other 
errors. The idea is demonstrated by the time scales used 
in Figures 13 to 22. 
Effects of random noise on the accuracy of our 
approximation were also investigated. The method followed 
the procedure above, except random noise of various 
amplitudes was added to the discrete data, f(t) and het), 
before they were evaluated by the simplex program. Since 
counting statistics predicts that the noise is equal to 
the square root of the count, we varied the amplitude of 
the noise by changing the count of each channel and took 
the square root of the count as the noise. Thus we 
achieved varying noise amplitude while adhering to the 
square root relation. Results (Table XVIII) show that a 
minimum signal to noise ratio of 10 (peak count of 100) is 
required for a reliable evaluation of A and B. In actual 
experiments, the peak counts are larger than 100. Thus, 
TABLE XVII 
EFFECTS OF CHANNEL RESOLUTION 
ON THE ACCURACY OF EQUATION 26 
Resolution 
(ns) A % Error 
0.25 2.08 "*4.0 
0.20 2.05 +2.3 
0.15 2.02 +1.0 
0.10 2.01 +0.55 
True value 2.00 
TABLE XVIII 
EFFECTS OF SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO ON 
THE ACCURACY OF EQUATION 26 
noise' signal 
at the peak 
channel A % Error 
5/25 * * 
10/100 1.94 -3.0 
20/400 1.99 -0.1 
30/900 2.01 +0.5 
True Value 2.00 
* Simplex program does not converge. 
B 
0.398 
0.399 
0.3996 
0.399 
0.400 
B 
* 
0.403 
0.401 
0.399 
0.400 
100 
% Error 
-0.4 
-0.2 
-0.1 
-0.05 
% Error 
* 
+0.75 
+0.25 
-0.25 
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less than 3% error was introduced by limiting the length 
of the experiment. 
Convergence ~ 
The idea behind the convergence test was to see how 
many counts had to be accumulated to give A and B with 
acceptable errors and what was the maximum count beyond 
which little was gained due to the errors of the other 
sources. 
The strategy was to sample the fluorescence profile 
after every 1000 additional counts had been added. the 
experiment was carried out on the case of nitrogen plus 5% 
oxygen. The A's and B's were extracted from these 20 
progressively growing fluorescence profiles and plotted as 
a function of increasing counts in Figure 32. 
The results show that initially the values do 
approach a certain value as the count increases. Beyond a 
surprisingly low 10,000 counts, the convergence is 
overwhelmed by the fluctuation due to other error sources. 
Notice that the values of A and B are comparatively large 
in this experiment. 
Figure 32 also shows similar plots of A's and B's 
for argon with water concentration at dew point about 
-16.0C. From this figure, it appears that the values of A 
don't converge. In the case where the A and B values are 
small, the fluorescence curve has a large area. For a 
large area, more counts are needed to reach the point 
., A 
, 
5 
4 
J 
2 ~?..1t;,100'l. 
1 
s +.~- ...... .....,... .. 
.. .:::::::::::;::: 
Figure 32 Values of A's and B's as a function of cumulative 
count in nitrogen/5% oxygen and argon/water 
a dew point -l6.0C. 
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where the other fluctuations take over. Apparently this 
curve shows that the experiment has not passed the 
critical point yet. 
Figure 33 is a plot of log (error) against log (count) 
of the results in Table XI. According to counting 
statistics, such a plot should result in a straight line 
with slope equal to -0.5. Due to the way of defining the 
error (~), the error is equal to l/lN, where N is the 
count. A linear least squares fit produces 
-0.674, which is somewhat greater than 
explanation can be offered at the present 
a slope of 
-0.5. No good 
time, but at 
least the error does decrease as the count increases. 
Timing Errors 
There are two sources of timing errors: the inherent 
timing uncertainty and the long term drift of the 
detection system. The inherent uncertainty refers to the 
uncertainty in the timing circuits of the MeA and the 
jitters in the start and stop pulses. The constant 
fraction discriminator is supposed to have minimized the 
jitters in the stop pulses. The largest errors are 
attributed to the high-speed photodiode that generated the 
start pulses. 
To check the timing uncertainty of the MeA, a pulse 
was generated by a photodiode and fed into the start input 
of the MeA. The same pulse was delayed by a fixed length 
of cable (approximately 40 ns) which terminated at the 
-2 
-2.5 
-3 
-3.5 
2.5 3 3.5 4 
LOG (COU~T~ 
Figure 33 Plot of log (error) versus log(count) of the 
experiment on OH fluorescence in nitrogen. 
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stop input. After 1,550 pulses, the spread of the delay 
times recorded by the MeA was analysed to have a standard 
deviation of about 0.08 ns. Figure 34 shows the result as 
it was displayed on an oscilloscope. 
To check the uncertainty of the photodiode, two 
similar photodiodes looked at the same reflection of the 
laser. One photodiode generated a start and the other 
generated a stop pulse into the MeA. The stop pulse was 
routed through a longer cable to create a delay. After 
18,000 laser pulses, the spread of the delay was analysed 
to have a standard deviation of about 0.2 ns (Figure 35). 
Since 0.2 ns is much larger the 0.08 ns, the overall 
timing uncertainty of the detection system was estimated 
to be 0.2 ns. 
Due to the low repetition rate of the laser system, 
usual experiments took several days while long experiments 
took over a week to complete. This long experimental time 
introduced errors due to the long-term detection system 
drift. The system drift essentially refers to the change 
in the timing circuits. For example, if we apply a fixed 
delay between the start and the stop pulse, the time 
circuits may measure the delay to be 3.3 ns. A few days 
later, the same delay may be measured to be 3.0 ns. This 
kind of drift will shift the whole laser, because the 
start pulse is always triggered by the laser itself. The 
response of the system to daily room temperature change 
Figure 34 Uncertainty check of the MeA. Time scale is 
0.1 ns per channel. 
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Figure 35 Uncertainty check of the high-speed photodiode. 
Time scale is 0.1 ns per channel. 
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was one aspect of such kind of long-term drift. 
The long term drift was tested by measuring the 
laser profile over a period of 12 days. Then the 
misalignment of the recorded laser profiles was attributed 
to the drifting of the whole detection system. Whether 
these errors were due to the constant fraction 
discriminator, the MeA or the photodiode were unknown, 
although it was most likely the photodiode. The 
misalignment is shown in Figures 36 to 38. 
After the detection system has warmed up for three 
days, the spread of the half-heights is about 0.7 ns. The 
results indicate that the system, after the first three 
days of warming up, does not drift toward one direction 
but rather shifts back and forth. This led to the 
conclusion that the fluctuation is 0.3 ns and to the 
policy of leaving the detection system on continuously. It 
was most likely that the shifts were due to the effects of 
change in room temperature on the photodiode. In Figure 
38, the variation of the laser half-width is also shown. 
The variation of the laser half-width is not as 
significant as the time shift. 
The next logical step is to estimate the maximum 
effect of this 0.3 ns shift on the values of A and B. As 
expected, the errors due to this shift depended on the 
sizes of A and B. Thus the testing procedure used the 
practically observable extreme values of A and B. 
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Figure 36 Misalignment of the laser profiles showing the 
drift of the detection system. 
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Figure 37 Misalignment of the laser profiles showing the 
rising portions of the profiles. 
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Figure 38 Plot of the half-widths and half-height times 
of the laser profiles as a function of days 
of operation. 
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The testing started with a simulation of the laser 
profile of approximate shape and half-width. The function, 
was chosen. The convolution 
simulated profile with various 
was 
A's 
generated by 
and B's. After 
this 
the 
fluorescence profile had been shifted 0.3 ns to the right, 
both the shifted fluorescence profile and the unshifted 
laser profile were fed into the simplex program for 
calculating A's and B's. The results of such trials of the 
selected extreme values of A's and B's are shown in Table 
XIX. The errors of this source can be as large as 30% when 
values of A and B, similar to the case of nitrogen plus 5% 
oxygen, are large. 
Large errors for large values of A and Bare 
intuitively logical. Large values of A and B mean short 
decay times. Given an instrument, it is harder to measure 
a short decay than a long decay. If we take a simple view 
that the reciprocal of A is the lifetime, when A is 
6xlO lO sec-\, the lifetime is about 0.17 ns, as compared 
to a laser half width of 7 ns, and a potential timing 
uncertainty of 0.3 ns1 
A 
B 
A 
B 
TABLE XIX 
ESTIMATION OF THE ERRORS DUE TO -0.3 
ns SHIFT OF THE LASER PROFILE SIMULATION 
True Value Simplex Value 
6.0 7.81 
0.6 0.723 
0.2 0.208 
0.02 0.0198 
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Percent Error 
+30.2% 
+20.5% 
+4.0% 
+1.0% 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
Limits Qn A and a 
How large can the values of A and B be before our 
method ceases to provide answers with acceptable 
uncertainty? The limits on A and B are controlled by 
factors such as the resolution of the MeA, the jitters of 
the start pulse and other uncertainty factors discussed in 
Chapter V. We will look at the effects of the laser 
half-width on the limits on A and B. 
The manifestation of reaching the limits of A and B 
is that beyond certain values of A and B, a large change 
in the values of A and B does not produce a significant 
change in the errors of the least squares fit. Thus, there 
is large uncertainty associated with the values of A and 
B, because the simplex may result in a wide range of 
values. 
In general, for narrower laser half-width, larger A 
and B can be resolved. This is because with a narrow laser 
half-width, comparatively large A and B can still produce 
an output function that differs significantly from the 
input function. This effect can be illustrated with our 
experimental results of OH in nitrogen. 
In the early experiments, when the dye laser was 
1~ 
tuned by a diffraction grating, the laser half-width was 
about 7 ns. With 7 ns half-width, we resolved the 
fluorescence of OH in nitrogen successfully. However, when 
the tuning mechanism was changed to a mirror to increase 
output power, the laser half-width was broadened to about 
10 ns and the laser profile looked like two peaks 
overlapping each other with their peak maxima separated by 
about 5 ns (see Figure 39). Since then, we could not 
evaluate A and B from the fluorescence in nitrogen. The 
results are shown in Figure 39. 
Actually, the experiments of OH fluorescence in 
N~/2% O~ and N~/5% O~ had already been close to the limits 
of our instrument even with 7 ns laser half-width. This is 
evident from the error bars associated with each result 
shown in Figure 25. With a laser half-width of 10 ns, such 
large values of A and B make the deconvolution impossible. 
Photolytic Interference 
Photolytic interference is caused by the generation 
of OH radicals by the laser. This, in effect, changes the 
OH concentration within the duration of the laser pulse 
and perturbs the linear system assumption. 
To study the photolytic effects of ozone is a major 
project in its own right. We will touch upon the problem 
but will not provide a detailed solution to the problem. 
Essentially, we will show that the high values of the rate 
constants by oxygen are not due to ozone interference. 
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o 
Fluorescence of OR in nitrogen due to the excitation 
by a 10 ns half-width laser. 0 - fluorescence, 
• - laser, solid line - least squares fit. 
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Photolytic interference by ozone is due to the 
photodecomposition of ozone into oxygen and OlD. The OlD 
subsequently reacts with water to produce rotationally 
excited OH (OHt), which eventually cascades down to the 
ground state. In effect, this increases the OH 
concentration within the duration of the excitation laser 
pulse. 
The processes can be represented by the following 
equations: 
o~ T h~ \<., -> OlD -\' 0,- ~ 
010 Hl.() 
\,(,,, 
'2..0\-\"'" bo ~ -? 
ott) 
"'" 
M'1.. ~ \,.I)~S b \ 
o't:) ~ ()'L J:1., \..~s~ '-1.. 
OH t ~ M '<"5> 0\-\ b~ 
We can write the rates of change of O'D and [OH+] as: 
In equation 64 we assume that there is an initial 
concentration of OlD ([OIDJo ) just as we assume that there 
is an initial concentration [OH*Jo in Chapter II. Later, 
we can replace the [OID1o with a time dependent input 
function related to the laser profile. If we solve 
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equations 64 and 65, we will obtain an double exponential 
decay as in the case of [OH*] cascading into [OH**]. The 
relaxation of OH+ into OH is one more step that modifies 
the double exponential decay a bit. Then we can use the 
laser as an input function end the modified response 
function to find out how the concentration of the spurious 
OH changes as a function time. One complication is that we 
have to know the absolute concentration of the ozone, the 
laser intensity and the quantum yield of O'D at 282 nm in 
order to assess the final effect on the fluorescence decay 
curve. In general, this spurious OH will distort the true 
fluorescence curve. Figure 40 shows an approximate 
spurious fluorescence curve as compared to the true 
fluorescence. 
Another photolytic source is two-photon photolysis 
of H40(22). The two-photon dissociation process was 
minimized by keeping the laser energy low and the beam 
diameter large (about 0.3 cm). Still another source of 
spurious OH is by photolysis of H~O~ generated by the 
reaction of OH+OH. Since its absorption has not quite 
tailed out near 280 nm, H~O~ still can be photolysed by 
the laser. But notice that the detection zone is always 
illuminated by the mercury lamps. Any H~O~ will be quickly 
photolysed by the lamps. Under experimental conditions, 
production of H~O~ is not favored. Hence, photolysis of 
H~O~ by the laser to OH is minimized. 
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Figure 40 Time dependency of spurious OR fluorescence 
signal as compared to the true fluorescence signal. 
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The effects of spurious fluorescence on the true 
fluorescence were checked with simulations. Spurious 
fluorescence of various amplitudes was added to the 
simulated fluorescence curves and these corrupted 
fluorescence curves were analyzed for A and B by the 
simplex program. The results are shown in Table XX. The 
results show that the spurious fluorescence can only 
reduce the values of A and B and therefore cannot explain 
the high results. 
Improyement 
The biggest problem is the long term drift of the 
detection system described in Chapter V. An immediate 
improvement is to use a laser with higher repetition rate. 
High repetition rate shortens the experimental time which 
minimizes the drift due to the change in room temperature 
or the drift of the instruments. A high repetition rate 
also makes a larger count feasible. This again decreases 
the errors. One suitable candidate is the XeBr laser. 
The other timing errors can be reduced by a fast and 
less temperature sensitive photodiode. Enclosing the 
photodiode in a constant temperature oven is another 
approach to the temperature problem. A shorter rise time 
definitely reduces the time jitter. A Laser with narrower 
pulse width will also allow larger values of A and B to be 
measured. 
Another improvement that can be made is to use two 
TABLE XX 
EFFECTS OF OZONE INTERFERENCE ON 
THE VALUES OF A AND B 
Amplitude* A B 
0 2.0 0.40 
0.1 1.59 0.384 
0.2 1.27 0.380 
0.3 1.01 0.389 
0.4 0.82 0.41 
0.5 0.89 0.37 
* Amplitude refers to the ratio of the peak height of 
the spurious signal to the true fluorescence signal. 
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detection systems. One detector monitors the laser 
scattering while the other measures the fluorescence. This 
will minimize the effects due to the change of the laser 
profile. 
Effects Qf ~ ~ ~ Constants 
What are the effects of the new rate constants on 
the reported ambient OB concentration? According to 
equation 52, the integrated fluorescence intensity at 309 
nm is inversely proportional to the product of A and Band 
directly proportional to k 1\0. We will consider the 
correction by the rate constant of water alone and by all 
measured rate constants. For comparison, the rate 
constants recommended by Scholfield will be used. We will 
assume k lO~'l..O to be lxlO-C{ cm molecule -l sec -\, since it is 
quoted as "fast". 
For the case of the rate constant of water alone, it 
results in an 32.5% increase in the reported values. For 
the case of all the rate constants, it results in and 
31.2% increase. In essence, our experimental results agree 
with the reported OH measurements within the instrumental 
uncertainty. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
SIMPLEX SEARCH 
The current accepted Simplex optimization technique 
is that due to NeIder and Mead(45). The following is 
mostly based on Dixon(46) • 
A simplex consists of a pattern of at least n+l 
points enclosing a non-zero volume in n dimensional space. 
The simplex search is now commonly used for minimizing a 
mathematical function of several variables. In our case, 
this function will be the variance or the standard 
deviation. 
Let n+l points of the simplex be denoted by xi, 
i=l, ••• ,n+l. The initial simplex is normally formed by 
making an estimate xl and then taking a step along each 
axis e~, i=l, ••• ,n so that 
for some selected values of k. In this program, k is 0.5. 
The function values (standard deviations), ft, i=l, ••• n, 
of each point xi are calculated. The values ft are sorted 
into 
M .. 
+c...'(~) :. ~Q.c..ond.. mo..'(\ mu.m 1 \. , 
ttxo.) ':. 'W\\ Y\\ m\l'tt\ ,\.. 
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Of the points of the simplex, xh now has the worst 
function value. It is therefore the point to be replaced. 
To determine the new point, the centroi d x c. of the 
remaining points is calculated: 
Y\~\ 
)(C!. ::. t ( L 'K\ ) - X"') / 'f\. 
\. ':. \ 
Then the reflection point of x~ about the controid, 
and its function value f(x~) are calculated. Then this 
function value is checked for improvement. If we have 
too large a step has been taken, and a contraction, xn, is 
made according to the definition: 
If the x~ is an improvement based on the criterion: 
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then there is a possibility that a larger step in the same 
direction may be beneficial, i.e. 
If the extension is successful, i.e. 
then we replace the xhby x e.. If xe.is not succesful, then 
we replace x~ by xr. 
If the contraction results in 
then a massive contraction is made on the simplex by 
The process is terminated as soon as 
\'\~, L (~t'(\.) - -tc)(,l))'t. <. £. 
l:: .. \ 
where e... is SOllie preset small number called the 
convergence factor. 
The above description is intended to introduce the 
terminology used in the flow chart (Figure 41). For the 
details on the interation procedure, please consult the 
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flow chart in Figure 41. A FORTRAN program of the flow 
chart can be found in Table XXI. Any ventures into the 
forbidden values by the program e.g. negative A and Bare 
discouraged by returning an artificially large function 
value. 
The biggest defect of the simplex mehtod is that 
sometimes it does not converge on the true minimum but 
terminates itself in local minimum. 
SET .1, I = 1,2 .• ,n 
SET CONVERGENCY 
CRITERIA 
EVALUATE fl. I , 
1= 1 ..... n 
DETERMI~!E 
Xh. Xl, . I. XC 
LOCATE X' 
EVALUATE f (." 
Y 
LOCATE Xn 
EVALUATE f .n 
MASSIVE 
CONTRACTION 
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Figure 41 Flow chart of the simplex iteration procedure. 
TABLE XXI 
SIMPLEX PROGRAM WITH THE CONVOLUTION SUBROUTINE 
C N IS THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO BE SOUGHT. 
C N+3 IN THIS CASE. Y8 IS THE RETURNED 
C FUNCTION VALUE TO BE MINIMIZED 
10 IMPLICIT REAL CA-Z) 
20 INTEGER I,J,K,K1,K2,K3,J1,L1,N 
25 N-3 
30 DIMENSION VCN),HC256) ,L(256),DC256),D1C256) 
35 DIMENSION BCN,N+2),CCN),RCN),Y9CN+2) 
C TRIAL COUNT 
olD L1-0 
C READ DATA FORM PERMANENT FILES TO MATRICES D AND 01 
50 K-O 
60 DO 35 1-1,64 
70 Kl-K+1 
80 K2-K 1 +1 
90 K3-K2+1 
100 K-K3+1 
110 READ C22,33)OCK1),DCK2),DCK3),DCK) 
120 READ C23 ,33)Dl (K1) ,01 CK2) ,01 (K3) ,01 CK) 
130 35 CONTINUE 
140 33 FOR~IAT (F8.3, 1 OX,F8.3, 1 OX,F8.3, 10X,F8.3) 
C CONVERGENCE FACTOR 
150 CF -I. OE-5 
C STARTING VARIABLES GUESSES, CHANGE ACCORDING TO N 
160 BC 1,1)"40 
170 BC2,n-.18 
180 BD,n-l.3 
C CALCULATE THE OTHER VERTICES, 0.5 OF ORIGINAL VALUES 
190 DO 1 I a 2,N+l 
200 DO 2 J",l,N 
210 IF(I-l.EO.J) Goro 100 
220 BCJ,I)-BCJ,l) 
230 Goro 2 
240 100 BCJ,I)"0.5*BCJ,1) 
250 2 CONTINUE 
260 1 CONTINUE 
270 50 DO 3 I s l,N+l 
280 DO 4 J-1,N 
290 4 V(J)-B(J,I) 
300 CALL CALC (Y8,V,D,L,H,D1,Ll) 
310 Y9 C I) "SORT CY8) 
320 3 CONTINUE 
C SORTING, BCX,l) IS THE SET CX) WITH LARGEST VARIANCE 
330 60 DO 5 I-1,N 
340 DO 6 J-I+l,N+l 
350 IF (Y9(I)-Y9CJ).GT.0) Goro 6 
360 Y9(N+2).Y9(J) 
370 Y9CJ)",Y9(I) 
380 Y9CI)-Y9CN+2) 
390 DO 7 K-l,N 
400 BCK,N+2)",B(K,J) 
olIO BCK,J)-BCK,I) 
420 7 BCK,I)-B(K,N+2) 
430 6 CONTINUE 
440 5 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE THE CENTROID 
450 DO 8 I-I,N 
460 C(I)-O 
470 DO 9 J-1,N+l 
480 9 CCI)-CCI)+BCI,J) 
490 CCI)-CCCI)-BCI,l»/N 
500 8 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE THE REFLECTION POINT 
510 DO 10 I-1,N 
520 10 RCI)-2*C(I)-BCI,1) . 
C CALCULATE THE VARIANCE OF THE REFLECTION POINT 
530 DO 11 I-1,N 
540 11 VCI)-RCI) 
550 CALL CALC CYB,V,D,L,H,Dl,Ll) 
560 PRINT, 'NUMBER OF TRIALS:',' 
570 PRINT, 'LEAST VARIANCE:',' 
580 PRINT, 'VARIABLE 1','VARIABLE 
59~ PRINT, BC1,4),BC2,4),BC3,4) 
60 .. ) PRINT, 'CONVERGENT FACTOR',' 
610 PRINT, ,***, 
620 RI-S0RT (Y8) 
, ,Ll 
, ,Y9(4) 
2', 'VARIABLE 3' 
',T 
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TABLE XXI CONTINUED 
C IMPROVEMENT CHECR 
625 Y-4*RI-Y9(1) 
630 IF (Y.LT.Y9(N+l» GOTO 22 
C 
640 IF (Rl.LT.Y9(2» GOTO 20 
C 
650 IF (Rl.GT.Y9(1» GOTO 13 
660 DO 12 I-l,N 
670 12 B(I,l)-R(I) 
680 Y9(1)-Rl 
C NO HIPROVEMENT I CONTRACTION 
690 13 DO 14 I a l,N 
700 14 V(I)-0.3*B(I,1)+0.7*C(I) 
710 CALL CALC (Y8,V,D,L,H,Dl,Ll) 
720 Cl .. SQRT(Y8) 
C 
730 IF (Cl.LT.Y9(1» GOTO 18 
C NO IMPROVEMENT, EVEN AFTER COt~RACTION; MASSIVE CONTRACTION 
740 DO 15 I-1,N+1 
750 DO 16 J-l,N 
760 16 S(J,I)-(2*B(J,I)+B(J,N+l»/3 
770 15 CONTINUE 
C CHECK FOR CO~VERGENCE 
780 T-O 
790 DO 17 I-l,N 
800 17 T-T+(Y9(I)-Y9(N+l»**2 
810 T=T/N 
820 IF (T.LT.CF) GOTO 80 
830 GOTO 50 
C IMPROVEMENT MADE, REPLACE 
840 18 DO 19 I-l,N 
850 19 B(I,n-V(I) 
860 Y9(1)-Cl 
870 GOTO 70 
C IMPROVEMENT MADE, BETTER THAN THE NEXT WORST, REPLACE 
880 20 DO 21 I-l,N 
890 21 B(I,l)-RCI) 
900 Y9Cll-Rl 
905 GOTO 70 
C IMPROVEMENT OF REFLECTION, EXTENSION 
910 22 DO 23 I-l,N 
920 23 V(I)-4*RCI)-3*C(I) 
930 CALL CALC CY8,V,D,L,H,D1,Ll) 
940 EI-SQRTCY8) 
C 
950 IF CEl.LT.Rl) GOTO 26 
C NO IMPROVEMENT, REPLACE THE REFLECTION POINT 
960 DO 25 I-l,N 
970 25 B(I,l).R(I) 
980 Y9(1)-Rl 
990 GOTO 70 
C IMPROVEMENT ON EXTENSION, REPLACEMENT 
1000 26 DO 27 I-l,N 
1010 27 BCI,l)aVCI) 
1020 Y9Cl)-El 
C CONVERGENCE CHECR 
1030 70 T-O 
1040 DO 28 I-l,N 
1050 28 T-T+(Y9CI)-Y9(N+l»**2 
1060 T-T/N 
1070 IF CT.GT.CF) GOTO 60 
C CONVERGENCE FOUND, PRINT RESULTS 
1080 80 PRINT, 'CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN OBTAINED' 
C CAHNGE ACCORDINGLY 
1090 DO 29 I-l,N 
110 PRINT, 'VI',' ','V2',' ','V)' 
1110 PRINT, B(1,I),B(2,I),B(3,I) 
1120 29 CONTINUE 
1130 PRINT, 'CENTROID',' ','BEST ESTIMATE' 
1140 PRINT, 'VARIABLE', 'VARIABLE 2',VARIABLE 3' 
1150 PRINT, C(1),CC2),C(3) 
1160 PRINT, 'LEAST VARIANCES:' ,Y9CN+l) 
1180 STOP 
1190 END 
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TABLE XXI CONTINUED 
1200 SUBROUTINE CALC (YS,V,D,L,H,Dl,Ll,Y9) 
1210 IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z) 
1220 INTEGER Kl,Jl,K2,Ll 
1230 DIMENSION V(3) ,0(256) ,01 (256) ,L(256) ,8(256) 
1240 LI-Ll +1 
C CHANGE ACCORDINGLY 
1250 A-V( 1> 
1260 BaV(2) 
1270 C-V(3) 
1271 IFIA.LT.O)CarO 26S3 
1272 IFIB.LT.O)CarO 26 S3 
1273 IFIC.LT.O) Garo 2683 
1310 DO 2445 Kl-1,256 
1320 HIU)-O 
1330 2445 CONTINUE 
1340 DO 2530 Kl-l,256 
1350 JI-Kl-l 
1360 Al0;11*A*0.1 
1370 B10;11*B*0.1 
13S0 IFIA1.CT.60) GO TO 2500 
1390 IFIB1.GT.60) GO TO 2520 
1400 LIK1)-EXP(-Al)-EXPI-Bl) 
1410 GO TO 2530 
1420 2500 IF (Bl.GT.60) Garo 2510 
1430 LIKl)--EXP(-Bl) 
1440 GO TO 2530 
1450 2510 LIK1)-0 
1460 Garo 2530 
1470 2520 L(Kl)-EXPI-Al) 
14S0 2530 CONTINUE 
:1490 Rl-l/IB-A) 
1500 DO 2600 Kl-1,256 
'1510 QI-0IKl)*Rl 
1520 K2-1-Kl 
1530 DO 2600 JI-Kl,256 
1540 HIJl)-HIJl)+Q1*LIJI+K2) 
11550 2600 COlll"TINUE 
1560 DO 2640 Kl-1,256 
1570 HIKl)-HIKl)*C 
15 SO 2640 CONTINUE 
: 15 90 YS-O 
.1600 DO 26 SO Kl-1,256 
1610 261S YS-YS+CH CKl) -DlIKll) **2 
1620 26 SO CONTINUE 
1622 Garo 120 
1623 26 S3 YS-Y9*2 
1630 120 RETURN 
1640 END 
$zEXECUTE 
$:LIMITS:10",3K 
$zPRMFL:23,R,S,RCHMS001/AR90N 
S:PRHFLz22,R,S,RCHMSOOl/SCACS 
$:ENDJOB 
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APPENDIX B 
AIM-65 TO LeCroy 3001QVT MCA INTERFACE 
The interface adaptor allows the AIM-65 
microcomputer to communicate with the LeCroy 3001QVT MCA. 
It enables the memory contents of the MCA to be read by 
the AIM-65. The microcomputer can also alter the memory of 
the MCA. It also provides controls such as start, stop and 
clear. 
Figure 42 gives the schematics of the interface 
adaptor. The adaptor essentially provides a 16 bit 
bidirectional buffer for data transfers between the MCA 
and the microcomputer. It also has a 10 bit address 
counter and various one-shots to provide different 
addresses of the MCA memory and controls. 
The adaptor communicates with the microcomputer 
through two VIA's(6522). The 16 bit data are transmitted 
through the 16 I/O pins (PAO to PA7 and PBO to PB7). Table 
XXII summarizes the logic sequences to execute the desired 
commands. This logic is implemented by the assembly codes 
shown in Table XXIII. The commands are structured so that 
each command becomes a BASIC multi-statement. Table XXIV 
lists the BASIC statements that execute the desired 
operations. Finally, Table XXV shows the locations of the 
microcomputer memory containing the contents of the MCA. 
a" OA'. "01111'10'-' •• CI'(.o(~II''''' 
'''_'''~ .,,'" I. 0- 10' • .,..g .,0 
c-o 10 r.cuoo 
~' 
~:: 
~:: 
'.H 
-----============================---- '",. 
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Figure 42 Schematics of the MCA to AIM-65 interface adaptor. Labels 
on the left side of the figure refer to the VIA on the 
AIM-65. Labels on the right refer to the rear connector 
of the M:A. 
TABLE XXII 
LOGIC SEQUENCES FOR EXECUTING COMMANDS TO 
CONTROL THE MeA THROUGH THE INTERFACE 
ADAPTOR BY THE AIM-65 
To Clear the MVA - Clear 1: write zeros. 
Clear 2: bring PB5 low for 100 ms. 
To clear address counter - Bring CA2 and CB2 low. 
To advance address - Bring CB2 high and toggle CA2 (4 low's for 
quadrant mode). 
To read - Set PB7 high and toggle CB2 once to read one channel. 
Read I/O ports when CB2 is low. 
To write - Set PB7 low and toggle CB2 one to write one channel. 
Always return PB7 high after writing. Set up output 
data before bringing CB2 low. 
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To count pulse - Set T2 to count pulse from PB6 (BUSY from the MCA). 
To stop MCA - Advance one address when CA2 is low. 
To start MCA - Set PB7 high and bring CB2 low once. 
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TABLE XXIII 
ASSEMBLY CODES FOR CONTROLLING THE MCA 
Address Counter 
5~~~ A9 LOA ICC 
5~02 60 STA 900C 
5~05 60 RTS 
5~~6 AD LOA 4001 
50~9 00 ENE 5010 
5 ~~B A2 LOX 104 
5~00 A9 LOA IEC 
500F 60 STA 900C 
5012 A9 LOA lEE 
5014 60 STA 9~0C 
5017 CA OEX 
5016 00 ENE 5000 
501A 4C JMP 5022 
5010 A2 LOX 101 
5~IF 4C JMP 5000 
5022 60 RTS 
Read 
5025 A9 LOA 112I~ 
5027 80 STA 9002 
502A 6D STA 90~3 
5020 A9 LDA IA0 
502F 60 STA 9802 
5032 60 STA 960~ 
5035 20 JSR 5000 
5038 A9 LOA lEE 
503A 60 STA 900C 
5030 A9 LOA 156 
503F 60 STA 4003 
5042 A9 LOA 159 
5044 60 STA 4~04 
5047 AO LOA 4001 
504A F0 BEQ 5~51 
504C A9 LDA 104 
504E 60 STA 4002 
5051 AO LOA 0000 
5054 48 PHA 
5055 AO LDA 0001 
5056 46 PHA 
5059 AO LDA 0002 
505C 46 PHA 
505D AD LOA 0003 
5060 46 PHA 
5061 A9 LDA 100 
5063 80 STA 0000 
5066 8 D STA 0002 
5069 A0 LD'f 100 
506B AD LOA 4003 
506E 60 STA 0001 
5071 AO LOA 4004 
5074 60 STA 0003 
5077 A9 LOA ICE 
5079 60 STA 900C 
507C EA NOP 
5070 EA NOP 
507E EA NOP 
507F AO LOA 9001 
508 2 49 EOR IFF 
5064 91 STA (00)~Y 
5066 AD LOA 9000 
5069 49 EOR IFF 
506B 91 STA (02) ~Y 
5060 A9 LOA lEE 
506F 60 STA 900C 
509 2 20 J SR 5006 
509 5 C6 INY 
5096 00 aJE 5077 
5096 AD LOA 4001 
509B F0 BEQ 50Bl 
509D CE DEC 4002 
50A0 F0 BEQ 50BI 
50A2 EE INC 4003 
50A5 EE INC 4003 
50AS EE INC 4004 
50AB EE INC 4004 
50AE IIC JMP 5069 
50Bl 66 ?LA 
50B2 6D STA 0003 
50B5 66 PLA 
50B6 60 STA 0002 
50B9 66 PLA 
50BA 60 STA 0001 
50BO 66 PLA 
50BE 80 STA 0000 
50Cl 60 RTS 
Count Pulses 
5221 46 PHA 
5222 A9 LOA 17F 
5224 80 STA 9800 
5227 EE INC 4005 
522A 66 PLA 
522B 40 RTI 
5230 A9 LOA 100 
5232 8D STA 412105 
5235 AD LOA 9802 
5238 29 AND IBF 
523A 80 STA 9602 
523D AD LOA 960B 
5240 29 AND lOF 
5242 16 CLC 
5243 69 ADC 120 
5245 80 STA 980B 
5246 A9 LOA 17F 
524A 80 STA 9600 
5240 A9 LOA IA0 
524F 80 STA 980E 
5252 A9 LOA 121 
5254 80 STA A400 
5257 A9 LOA 152 
5259 80 STA A401 
525C 20 J SR BEFE 
525F AD LDA 00AO 
5262 80 STA 9606 
5265 AD LDA 00AC 
5266 6D STA 981219 
526B 58 .CLI 
526C 6121 RTS 
Clear 2 
529 0 A9 LDA IA0 
529 2 80 STA 9802 
529 5 A9 LDA 16121 
5297 80 STA 98121121 
529A AI2I LD'f 121 
529C A2 LOX IE0 
529E .CA DEX 
529 F DI2I BNE 529 E 
52Al 88 DEY 
52A2 F0 BEQ 52A7 
52A4 4C JMP 529C 
5~A7 to? LDA IA0 
52A9 80 STA 98121121 
52AC 6121 RTS 
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TABLE XXIII CONTINUED 
Write SlAB F0 BEQ 51B2 
50CD 20 J SR 5000 5140 A9 LOA lEE 51AD A9 LOA 104 
5000 A9 LOA IFF 5142 80 STA 900C 51AF 80 STA 4002 
50D2'BD STA 9002 5145 A9 LOA IA0 51B2 AD LOA 000'" 
5"'05 BD STA 9003 5147 BD STA 9B00 51B5 4B PHA 
5008 80 STA 900'" 514A 20 JSR 5"'06 51B6 AD LOA 0001 
50DB SO STA 9 "'01 5140 C8 INV 5189 48 PHA 
5"'DE A9 LOA IAe 514E 0'" !WE 5126 51BA AD LOA 0"'~2 
50E0 BD STA 9800 5150 AD LOA 4001 51BD 48 PHA 
5"'E3 BD STA 9602 5153 F'" BEQ 5169 51BE AD LOA "''''03 
50E6 20 J SR 50013 5155 CE DEC 4"'02 51CI 4B PHA 
50E9 A9 LOA lEE 515B F'" SEQ 5169 51C2 A9 LOA 10O 
5eEB 80 STA 9"'0C 515A EE INC 40133 51C4 BD STA 000'" 
50EE A9 LOA 158 5150 EE INC 41303 51C7 BD STA "''''02 
5"'F0 80 STA 4003 5160 EE INC 4004 SICA A0 LD'f 100 
50F3 A9 LOA 159 5163 EE INC 4004 51CC AD LOA 4"'03 
5"'F5 60 STA 40"'4 5166 4C JMP 511A 51CF BD STA "'''''''I 
5"'FS AD LOA 4"'0 I 5169 68 PLA 5102 AD LOA 4"''''4 
50FB F'" SEQ 51"'2 5 16A 80 STA 
"'''''''3 
5105 80 STA 0"''''3 
5"'FD A9 LOA le4 5160 68 PLA 5106 A9 LOA 120 
5"'FF 80 STA' 4""'2 516E 80 STA 0"'02 510A BD STA 98 "'''' 
5102 AD LOA 000'" 5171 68 PLA 5100 A9 LOA ICE 
5105 46 PHA 5172 80 STA 0001 51DF BD STA 900C 
51"'6 AD LOA 0001 5175 6B PLA 51E2 A9 LOA lEE 
5109 46 PHA 5176 80 STA 0000 51E4 BD STA 900C 
510A AD LOA 0002 5179 60 RTS 51E7 A9 LOA IA0 
5100 48 FHA 51E9 BD STA 9800 
510E AD LOA 0003 51EC 20 J SR 5006 51EF C6 INY 5111 48 FHA 51F0 D0 ENE SlOB 
5112 A9 LOA 100 Clear 1 51F2 AO LOA 4001 
5114 80 STA 0000 5170 20 J SR 5180 51F5 F0 BEQ 520B 
5117 80 STA 0002 5180 A9 LOA IFF 51F7 CE DEC 4002 
5 IIA A0 LOY 100 5182 80 STA 9002 51FA F0 BEQ 520B 
51lC AD LOA 4003 518580 STA 9003 51FC EE INC 4003 
51lF 80 STA 0001 5 18B 80 STA 9000 51FF EE INC 4003 
5122 AD LOA 4004 518B 80 STA 9001 520'2 EE If'JC' 4004 
5125 80 STA 0003 518E A9 LOA IA0 5205 EE INC 4004 
5128 BI LOA (0"') IV 5190 80 STA 9802 5208 4C JMP 51CA 
512A 49 EOR IFF 5193 80 STA 9800 520B 6S PLA 
512C 80 STA 9001 5196 20 J SR 5000 520C BD STA 0003 
512F BI LOA (02)IV 5199 A9 LOA lEE 520F 6S PLA 
5 I 3 I 49 EO RIFF 519B SO STA 900C 521'" BD STA 0002 
5 I 3:3 B 0 ST A 9 000 519E A9 LOA 158 5213 6S PLA 
5136 A9 LOA 120 51A0 SO STA 4003 5214 BD STA 0001 
5136 SO STA 9S00 51A3 A9 LOA 159 5217 6B PLA 
513B A9 LOA ICE 51A5 SO STA 4004 521S BD STA 0000 
5130 SO STA 900C 5 lAB AD LOA 4001 521B 60 RTS 
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TABLE XXIII CONTINUED 
527121 A9 LOA IEC Stop 
5272 80 STA 9121121C 
5275 4C JMP 5270 
5278 A9 LOA ICE Start 
527A 80 STA 9121121C 
5270 A9 LOA lEE 
527F 80 STA 9121121C 
5282 6121 RTS 
TABLE XXIV 
COMMANDS FOR CONTROLLING THE MCA 
IN BASIC STATEMENTS 
READ: 
POKE4,37 POKES,80 : X=USR(W) 
WRITE: 
POKE4,20S POKES,80 X=USR(W) 
START: 
POKE4, 120 POKES, 82 X=USR(W) 
STOP: 
POKE4,112 POKE 5 , 82 X=USR(W) 
CLEAR 1: 
POKE4,12S POKES,81 X=USR(W) 
CLEAR 2: 
POKE4,144 POKES ,82 X=USR(W) 
COUNT WX PULSES: 
INPUT WX 
P0KE4,48 : POKES,82 : X=USR(WX) 
( To check if the WX pulses have already in: 
Y=PEEK(16389) 
IF Y 0 THEN ••• "count is up") 
POKE16385,0 = QUADRANT MODE 
POKE16385,1 = 1 K MODE 
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TABLE XXV 
MEMORY MAP OF THE COPIED MCA CONTENTS 
QUADRANT MODE 
MCA 
Channel 1 
Channel 2 
Channel 256 
1 K MODE 
MCA 
Channel 1 
Channel 2 
Channel 256 
Channel 257 
Channel 512 
Channel 513 
Channel 1024 
Addresses in AIM-65 
22784(H.8 bits);22528(L.8 bits) 
22785(H.8 bits);22529(L.8 bits) 
23039(H.8 bits);27783(L.8 bits) 
Addresses in AIM-65 
22784(H.8 bits);22528(L.8 bits) 
22785(H.8 bits);22529(L.8 bits) 
23039(H.8 bits);22783(L.8 bits) 
23296(H.8 bits);23040(L.8 bits) 
2355l(H.8 bits);23295(L.8 bits) 
23808(H.8 bits);23552(L.8 bits) 
24875(H.8 bits);24l39(L.8 bits) 
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APPENDIX C 
LASER POWER l>10NITOR 
The laser power monitor provides a means of 
monitoring the energy of each individual laser pulse. It 
is composed of two main parts: a vacuum photodiode and a 
peak detector. Figure 43 illustrates the organization of 
the monitor. Figure 44 is a schematic of the peak 
detector. 
A portion of the UV laser pulse illuminates the 
vacuum potodiode and produces a electrical pulse. The peak 
detector captures the peak voltage from the vacuum 
photodiode and the analog to digital converter (AID) 
digitizes the captured peak voltage. The digitized voltage 
can be acquired by the AIM-65 microcomputer. The same 
analog peak voltage form the peak detector is sent to a 
LED bar graph (NSM 3914) for visual display. The LED 
display provides visual feedback for tunning the laser for 
optimum energy output. 
The peak detector automatically updates its digital 
output whenever a new laser pulse is detected. Its EOC 
ouput goes high to indicate that a new convertion has been 
completed. Its input TRI-STATE has to be held high before 
the valid data are presented at the data pins. Clock rate 
of the AID is one MHz. Convertion time is about 100 
,o~ 
PI) 1101 S-2.3 
VAC.UUM DlOO11. 
r---.... --+J~--I--~ + 
PEA" ~lE.C.ToR. 
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Figure 43 Laser power monitor. Details of the peak detector is shown 
in Figure 37. 
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Figure 44 Schematics of the peak detector. "2 refers to the master 
clock of the AIH-65, All resistors are in K-ohm except 
as indicated. All capacitors are in microfarad except as 
indicated (*-silver mica). Vee and VEE of all operational 
amplifiers are connected to +12V and -12V. 
microseconds. 
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The AIM-65 communicates with the peak 
detector through the EOC which is connected to the CAl and 
the TRI-STATE which is connected to the CA2. The 8 bit AID 
output takes up a portion of the unused IIO pins of the 
two VIA's on the DRA}1 expansion board. The peak detector 
can be used concurrently with the MCA interface adaptor. 
The program listed in Table XXVI allows the 
integrated photomultiplier current (Q-mode) obtained by 
the MCA to be normalized against the laser power. The 
program duplicates the contents of the MCA onto the 
(HEX)5800 and (HEX)5900 blocks of memory. 5800(L.B.) and 
5900(H.B.) correspond to the first channel of the MCA. 
When a laser pulse is detected, the BUSY output from the 
r.1CA decrements a count of the T2 of the VIA through the 
PB6 pin and at the same time interrupts the microcomputer 
through the CB1 pin. The interrupt service program 
compares the duplicate and the new contents of the MCA 
channel by channel until a mismatch is located. A count is 
then added to the mismatched channel to update the 
duplicate. The mismatched channel number is then stored 
together with the laser power from the peak detector. The 
channel numbers and the peak detector outputs are stored 
in memory locations from (HEX)6400 upward. For example, 
location 6400 contains the peak detector output and 6401 
contains the corresponding channel number. The purpose of 
this program is that when the l-lCA is used in Q-mode, the 
TABLE XXVI 
ASSEMBLY CODES FOR THE LASER POWER MONITOR 
AND THE MCA 
52FF A2 LOX 'Ie 
53€1 BO LOA ~00e1X 
5~"'4 4~ PHA 
5305 A') LOA INZ! 
5~P7 ~o !!TA "'l"1t'01~ 
530A E8 nIx 
5 3eB E~ Cf'X , 1 A 
53~D DC!' ENE 5301 
530F A9 LOA 100 
5311 80 ~TA 9002 
5314 80 STA 9~e3 
5 3 1 7 8 0 ~T A 96 03 
531A 80 STA 412106 
5310 M LOA IAfl. 
5 ~ t F a 0 $'; A 98 02 
53~2 80 $TA 9800 
5325 A~ t.OA lEE 
5327 80 STA geec 
532A M LDA 158 
532C 6 D ~'!'A ee 11 
532F m LDA 159 
5 33 1 8 0 ST A 21 121 1 3 
5334 A'=I LDA 162 
533660 STA eel5 
533'1 A') LOA 163 
5~~B BO 5''!'A eC!'17 
533E A9 LDA 164 
5340 BO S'!'A e'e19 
5343 A~ LOA 17F 
5 345 B D ~ T A 96 0 E 
5346 60 SiA 980D 
531.!F. M LOA IB~ 
5340 80 STA 96eE 
5350 A') LOA 100 
5352 60 STA ,4e0e' 
5355 AD LOA 980B 
5356 29 A~D IDF 
535A IS CLC 
535B 69 AOC 12121 
5350 aOSTA 9i0B 
5360 A9 LDA ID0 
5362 8D S'f'A A4e0 
5365 A9 LOA 153 
5367 60 S'f'A A4e I 
536A 20 J~n BEFE 
5360 AO LOA e'e'AO 
5 :3 7' 8 D 5T A 9 a 06 
5373 AD LOA 00AC 
5376 80 5TA 9J:3 09 
5379 M LOA '80 
537B 80 S'f'A 9600 
537E A0 LOY' 1221 
5380 A2 LOX IE0 
538 2 CA ~E)( 
5383 00 B~E 5382 
5385 86 OEY 
5386 Fe BEC 536B 
5366 4C JMP 536121 
53813 M LOA IA0 
5380 80 STA 982:0 
53'=1Ll' 1'.'.) LOA ICE 
53'12 80 S'f'A 9e'0C 
5 3'=1 5 A? LOA lEE 
5 3:) 7 8 0 ST A 9 021 C 
5 39 A A9 L DJ\. '" C 
539 C 8 0 ST A ? 6 0 C 
53') F A0 LDY' 1021 
53AI 98 ITA 
53A2 91 STA ( If.) IY' 
53A4 91 STA ( 12) IY 
53A6 C8 PN 
53A7 00 ~lE 53A2 
53A') 58 Ct.I 
53AA AD LDA 40ee 
53AO re BEQ 53AA 
53AF A9 LDA 17F 
53BI 60 STA980E 
53EI.! AD LDA 0fl119 
53B7 AC LDV 401<'6 
53BA 20 J SR C0D 1 
53BO A2 LOX 119 
53BF 68 T'LA 
53C0 90 S'f'A 001<'C!'IX 
53C3 CA ~E)( 
53C4 E0 CPX 110 
53C6 De BNE 53BF 
53C8 68 PLA 
53C9 130 STA 0210 
53CC 62' ~T5' 
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TABLE XXVI CONTINUED 
53011! 43 PHA 5420 80 S'!'A 90eC 5479 AO LOA 96~0 
5301 8A TXA 54~3 A1 LOA IEC 547C ~, A'IO 1~2 
5302 46 "riA 54~5 80 STA ? eCic 5~7E FQI fEe 541A 
5303 96 ITA 54~3 A? LDA lEE 548 QI A:'J LDA leE 
5~D4 48 FHA 542A 80 S'!'A 9 0~C 5482 SO ~jA 98ec 
5305 A9 LDA IEC 5420 A:'J LOA IEC 5485 AO LOA 9801 
53D7 SO S'!'A 9 C0C ~42F '30 ~'T'A ?@0C 54138 9 1 ~TA (IS)"Y 
5~DI\ 1\0 LOA '8'-"0 543~ A~ LOA fi::~ 
546A A':) LOA 10C 
53DO 21 I\~O 12e 5/~~4 80 STA 90f2!C 548C 80 STA 98ec 
53DF Fe EE" 53EC 543"7 N> LOA IEC 
543 F EE I:JC 4006 
53EI A':J LOA 12!? 5/J3' 80 STA ') rec 5492 De ENE 544E 
'33E3 SC $TA 9800 543C A' LOA jEE 5414 EE I ~I C 0011 543E 80 STA 9 (>ec 5497 4C Jf1P 544E 5~E6 EE 1'1 C ',(>e~ 5441 A9 LOA IEC 549A t-.J LDA IFF 
'53E9 4C JMF 54Al 5443 80 STA 90t2'C 54'C 9 1 STA ( 16) "Y 
53EC N) LDA ;CC 5446 A9 LDA lEE 549E 4C Jf1P 543F 
53EE SD STA ?eec 544~ 80 ~TA 1 ~ec 54Al 6S !'LA 
53F1 All LOY 114 544E CI3 I rI'! 54A2 A3 TAY 
53F3 A1 LOA lEE 544C ne FIE 5/~r.7 54(,3 66 PLA 
53F5 8D STA 9 e0C 
'544E A? LDA 11r, 54A4 AA TA."{ 
53F'3 A2 LD:( 15t:' 545('- S D STt>. 913 C?O 541\5 68 PLA 
5~FA AJ LOA IEC 5453 A'.) LOA ICE 54A6 40 P'!'I 
53:C 80 STA 9t2'~C 5455 8D STA 90eC 
53FF A9 LDA lEE 5458 A9 LOA lEE 
54('1 3D STA 9~0C 545A 80 STA 920C 
5404 CA OEX 5450 4C JHP 54Al 
54e'5 De RolE 53FA 546t2' Dl LOA (10)"Y 
5407 A9 LDA ICE 5462 18 CLC 
5401 80 STA 9 IZec 5463 69 AOC leI 
54t"C AD LOA 9 t"l"e' 5465 91 5TA ( 10b';' 
54eF 41 Eon IFF 5467 ~1 LOA ( 12),,';' 
5411 01 C11P (12)"Y 5469 69 AOC "H? 
5413 00 ENE 54613 5468 91 STA ( 12) "y 
5415 AD LOA 9001 5460 98 TY'A 
5418 49 EOR IFF 546E AC LOY 4006 
541A Dl CMP ( l")"Y 547191 STA (IS)"Y 
541C 00 B~IE 5460 5473 EE INC 4(1'06 
541E A~ LDA lEE 5476 AC LOY 4026 
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channel number is proportional to the integrated 
photomultiplier current. Thus the program keeps a record 
of the integrated current and its corresponding laser 
power. This record can be used to normalize the detected 
fluorescence intensity. 
The program only works when the MCA is in quadrant 
mode. Whenever a laser pulse is fired, but its power is 
not high enough to trigger the peak detector, (HEX)FF will 
be stored as the laser power next to the channel number. 
In most cases, the channel corresponding to zero 
photomultiplier current is not the first channel of the 
l-lCA. This zero channel have to be set at the program 
lpcation (53F3). For the listed program, content of memory 
location 53F3 is (HEX)l4 which indicates that channel 20 
is the zero channel. The memory location at 53F9 has also 
be changed to 4 times that of 53F3 i.e. (HEX)50 in this 
case. 
The program operates on base of a predetermined 
number of laser pulses. The program can be called up by 
the BASIC multi-statement: 
POKE4,255:POKE5,82:X=USR(W) 
The variable W is the number of laser pulses to be 
recorded. Variable X is the address (in decimal) of the 
top of the recorded channel-laser power pairs. Once the 
machine program is invoked, program execution will 
continue in the machine program until the count is up. Any 
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disruptions of the mechine program will cause the zero 
page registers of the BASIC interpreter to be destroyed. 
The consequence is disastrous! 
